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WESTON’S
WISDOM
Words from our Chairman Peter Weston
WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Just before Christmas I was in a more- 
than-usuai state of chaos at my office when 
the telephone rang. An unfamiliar male voice 
said something to the effect that he wanted 
to talk to me about Seacon '79-

"It's the first world science fiction 
convention to be held in Britain for fourteen 
years..." I began almost by reflex.

"I beg your pardon," he interrupted, 
"but I don't understand. I'm organising a 
conference called SEACON '79 at the Hotel 
Metropole, Brighton, and I'm hoping to sell 
you advertising space in our programme book."

I was nonplussed. Was this a joke? It
didn't sound like Roy Kettle.

"Can you give me some more details," I 
asked weakly.

Apparently the Institute of Weights & 
Measures are holding their own event at the 
Metropole this year, also called SEACON '79 
(My firm makes weighing machines, hence the 
contact). How's that for coincidence?

Actually their title makes a good deal 
more sense than does ours, since their theme 
concerns offshore installations. I think we 
have prior claim to the name since 
substantially the same committee used it in 
1975 and we are now officially registered 
as a limited-liability company. Fortunately , 
no-one is arguing and it should .cause no 
confusion except, possibly, to the Metropole 
staff themselves, though the manager thinks 
the whole thing is hilarious.

In retrospect I wish we could have 
found another name; it was never our 
intention to up-stage the bid for the real 
SEACON-2 in 1981, (although fortunately the 
Seattle group have been most charitable 
towards us). But I ask you; who wants to go 
to a Worldcon with a name like 'Britcon', 
'Anglocon', 'U-Kon', to name just a few of 
the horrible suggestions discarded.

GROWING PAINS

Fortunately that's been about the only 
snag we've encountered in the six months 
since our last PR. Several committee members 
have been heard to mutter uneasily that "it 
just ain't natural", that some major disaster 
is lurking around the next corner, and that by 
now we ought to be in deep, deep trouble of 

some sort. Maybe there's something^e' ve 
forgotten; but I'll try to run quickly 
through the various things we've recently 
done, and you, our members, can remind us 
of things we ought to do!

First, we're now legal. Good work by our 
legal adviser Tim Stannard and treasurer 
John Steward have created the entity known 
officially as SEACON '79 LIMITED, complete 
with certificate of incorporation, brass 
plate on the door and a lot of other para
phernalia the rest of us don't even pretend 
to understand.

Next, we signed a mutually-binding 
contract with our main convention hotel, the 
Metropole, on 10th July 1978. This contract 
is modelled on those megotiated by NOREASCON 
& MIDAMERICON with appropriate amendments; 
among other things it provides for late- 
night opening of bars until J.00 a.m. at 
least; exclusive use of the hotel for 
SEACON members; and provision of iced-water 
on restaurant tables!

Final point concerning the hotel is 
that we've very recently expanded our 
space requirements by taking two additional 
halls, providing a further 14,500 square 
feet of useful area. The reasons for this 
will be explained a little further on, but 
it's reassuring to have facilities with 
almost no upper limits on the numbers,they 
can take: our total commitment is now for 
some 75,000 square feet, with a further two 
large halls available if we need them!

THE GREAT EXPLOSION

But what, you may ask, are we going to 
do in a place as big as it sounds? Already 
the grumbles are beginning; "too large; too 
impersonal", and certainly SEACON shows no 
sign of levelling-off in its explosive rate 
of growth; Membership secretary Pat Charnock 
advises that we have approximately J000 
members as of the beginning of 1979. Without 
making much attempt to promote the Worldcon 
we're getting promotion anyway - the first 
plug in Analog attracted something like 200 
registrations within a week or so, many of 
them from people who've never previously 
had any contact with fandom but for whom the 
prospect of a World Convention seems 
irresistible.



I_ think it's a good thing, by and large. 
Big is not necessarily beautiful and we've 
seen U.S. Worldcons endlessly debating the 
practicalities of limiting their size in 
some manner, but at least we shall have 
enough people to make things go with a 
swing and our attention can be fully devoted 
to providing a framework of events and 
entertainment which will have some appeal 
to everybody.

ACCOMMODATION BOOKING

Hotel booking forms went out as 
promised to our membership on 1st October 
1978 (except for the fabled fourteen, whose 
envelopes slipped behind Eve Harvey's 
settee! Alas all good intentions - but no 
harm done, anyway1). By now the vast 
majority have been returned and we understand 
that the three nominated convention hotels - 
Metropole, Bedford and Old Ship - are now 
effectively full. Additionally, we already 
know that considerable numbers of people have 
booked into smaller hotels and guest-houses 
in the town.

Brighton's official Accommodation 
Bureau appear to have done a really first- 
class job and we've only heard one complaint - 
and that not their fault. The manager of the 
Bureau repeats his advice from last time; 
"Book early, if you haven't already done so." 
The normal summer-holiday rush is already 
beginning in Brighton but the Bureau can place 
everyone, in one hotel or another, unless 
people are foolish and leave it to the last 
minute.

PEOPLE & THEIR JOBS

The growth of SEACON has extended to 
committee members as well as membership and 
a considerable number of people have joined 
us in the last few months, along with one 
of two reassignments of particular functions.

Pat Charnock came on to the committee 
during the summer to take care of the Fan 
Room, a fast-growing tradition at British 
conventions; in November Pat switched jobs 
with Eve Harvey, who had been membership 
secretary for the past 1-g- years. Having 
processed 2,500 memberships, or thereabouts, 
Eve quite naturally waited a break - 
particularly since she and husband John are 
also heavily committed to the BSFA's 
publishing activities.

Kevin Williams of the North-East 
'Gannet' Group has taken the job of 
Operations Manager; actually responsible for 
day-to-day running of SEACON in August but 
until then mercifully free of most 
organisational hassles. Colin Lester (late 
of the SF Foundation) has taken over 

responsibility for sales.of advertising 
space in our publications; previously this 
job had been handled by Roger Peyton, who had 
to resign a few months ago due to heavy 
commitments and expansion of the Andromeda 
Bookshop.

Joe Nicholas has been appointed to 
run the UK end of our Auctions; John 
Eggeling, well-known fantasy bookseller, 
will run the Book (Huckster's) Room; and 
Gerald Bishop assumes his time-honoured 
role as Chief Projectionist and trouble
shooter for our film programme.

Over and above this brief list, further 
individuals have expressed willingness to 
help and Kevin in particular is building a 
team of assistants ('gophers') who will help 
to make SEACON '79 the success we all hope 
for.

It's perhaps premature to mention in 
detail some of the extra attractions which 
have been added to our repetoire since PR-2. 
However, all being well we should now be 
able to look forward to the following:

A performance by Ken Campbell's
(Illuminatus) team, most probably a 
dramatisation of a well-known SF work; a 
major display of costumes, still and 
effects from Star Wars and its sequel, 
togfether with participation from Gerry Kurtz 
and various stars from the films; an exhibit 
and slide-show on the old Eagle character, 
Dan Dare; and most likely at least one 
display from BBC presentations Dr Who and 
Blake's Seven.

Besides the usual Art Show, run by 
Marsha & Eddie Jones, there will be a special 
art exhibition - works not for sale - by 
leading artists from Britain & abroad. This 
will be organised by Roger Dean of Dragon's 
World Publishers and will feature materials 
from Bruce Pennington, Chris Foss, Jeff 
Jones, Patrick Woodroffe, and many, many 
more - mostly artists that wouldn't normally 
be seen at any convention art show.

Professional authors attending include 
Frederik Pohl, Larry Niven, Robert Heinlein 
and Arthur C. Clarke, and while the last two 
are rarely found on convention programmes, 
we have hopes of persuading them to 
participate. M Heinlein will be running his 
blood drive, as has been the practice at many 
U.S. conventions in the past few years.

Banquet and Award-giving takes place 
on the Sunday; Fancy Dress on the Saturday; 
Friday sees Graham Charnock's Thrash (i.e. 
dance) and on the Thursday we shall have 
something really special, a convention 
within a convention at which British fandom 
will attempt to demonstrate some of its 
historic traditions.
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A SHORT 
HISTORY 
OF 
BRITISH 
CONVENTIONS 
Part II

BY
PETER

ROBERTS

195"! was the year of the Festival of Britain 
and the Festivention, held in London over 
Whitsun weekend, was both large and inter
national. Estimates of attendance vary from 
120 to JOO, many fans packing themselves into 
the White Horse pub for a couple of evenings 
before moving on to the Royal Hotel when the 
con officially opened on Saturday. Speakers 
included Chairman Ted Carnell, Arthur Clarke, 
Walter Gillings, Forry Ackerman, & Bill 
Temple (who gave an account of a spaceship 
propelled by onions). Some forty fans stayed 
of after the con for a visit to the Festival 
itself and a final night in the pub.

On a different scale was the October 
Necon, a small regional convention attracting 
a couple of dozen fans to Pat's Cafe, "a 2^d 
trolleybus ride from the cntre of Bradford"; 
but even the next Loncon, held once again over 
Whitsun at the Royal Hotel, was something of 
an anti-climax after the Festivention. About 
150 fans turned up for a dispirited programme 
whose highlight, apart from the antics of a 
can on the skylight, was the auction conducted 
by Ted Tubb. Its contents consisted mostly 
of unwanted rubbish, but Walt Willis declared 
the event to be an "artistic experience" and 
quoted an example of the enthusiastic patter 
Ted Tubb lavished on some totally undistin
guished paperback: "A FIRST EDITION: THE 
PLATES HAVE BEEN SMASHEDl ...REMEMBER, THIS 
BOOK WAS BANNED IN BOSTON. (At this point he 
would open the book at random and pretend to 
read a lascivious passage...) AN HOUR OF 
EROTIC ENTERTAINMENT. THIS SORT OF STUFF WILL 
MAKE YOU INDEPENDENT OF YOUR GIRL FRIEND. DID 
I HEAR A SHILLING? COME OUT FROM BELOW THAT 
CHAIR AND SAY 1s. 3d. WE SOLD ONE OF THESE 
FOR TEN BOB AND IT WAS STOLEN FROM THE 
PURCHASER BY AN OUTRAGED FAN. THIS BOOK WAS 
BURNED IN EFFIGY IN FRANCE, SMUGGLED INTO THIS 
COUNTRY UNDER THE GUIDE OF NYLONS. WHAT, ONLY 
1s. 3d. FOR THIS HIDEOUS TRAVESTY OF HUMAN 
DRAMA? ...ALL RIGHT THEN 1s 3d. (He pauses 
dramatically, holding up a copy of Authentic 
with his own f^irst novel in it. He waits 
statuesquely for utter silence. Then, solemnly 
THE GREATEST PIECE OF LITERATURE EVER WRITTEN.. 
I HEARD THAT111 COME ON NOW. DO YOU WANT ME 
TO COMMIT SUICIDE RIGHT HERE ON THE FLOOR?..." 
(and so on).

Having lost their bid for the 1953 con, 
Manchester fans put on a one day Mancon in 
October 1952 which attracted some 80 northern 
fans and boasted John Russell Fearn as Guest 

of Honour. The next major convention, however, 
was the Coroncon held over Whitsun 1955 (the 
year of the Coronation) in the Bonnington 
Hotel, London. It's an important convention, 
since it might reasonably be considered the 
first modern British sf con, establishing a 
pattern for all conventions thereafter. Thanks 
partly to Walt Willis's trip to the States and 
a subsequent scanning of American con reports, 
British fans felt determined to put on a 
convention as lively as the ones they'd read 
about. Amongst new ideas at the Coroncon were 
name-tags, James White's zap-guns (more 
commonly known as water-pistols), and room
parties; but the greatest innovation was the 
debunking of the official programme, hitherto 
almost sacrosanct.

Highlights of the Coroncon included a 
lively discussion on sex and sadism in sf and 
an extraordinary ballet involving Ted Tubb and 
other London fans; but there were also such 
things as a dismal play (by a group called the 
"Junior Fanatics") and a series of quizzes and 
official games (audience participation was 
"so poor as to be tantamount to a civil 
disobedience campaign"). Whilst the programme 
lurched along, gap-filled, late, and part- 
cancelled, some fans sat still and complained, 
whilst others, grasping the new idea of a 
fannish convention, went off to party at 
Londoners' homes, whilst one brave contingent, 
by changing rooms and bribing night-porters 
with whisky, kept one party going at the hotel 
— even though it did end up on the roof.

A small local convention, the Medcon, was 
held in Chatham on November 7th; but the next 
major event was the Supermancon of 195^» 
Northern fans had been complaining about 
London fandom's hold on conventions for several 
years and something of a rift had grown up 
between the two groups. This had been exacer
bated by a remark about "bloody provincials" 
at the Coroncon and also by reports that the 
Manchester convention would show the Londoners 
how cons ought to be run. The Supermancon 
therefore looked like it might become a 
battleground - indeed London fans had devised 
a plan, known as "Operation Armageddon", to 
sabotage the con. In the event the Supermancon 
required no such action. Harry Turner bravely 
opened the programme precisely on time at 
11.30 am on Whit Saturday and welcomed the 
Guest of Honour, J.R. Fearn, and the 150 or 
so attendees. But after that the official 
programme almost completely disintegrated,
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without any aid from London. The chaos was 
so complete that both the committee and 
attendees treated it as a joke, and the 
Supermancon produced such an atmosphere of 
fannish good humour that the North-South split 
vanaished, never to be seen again. The 
Supermancon also marked the complete- end of 
the traditional British lecture-hall convention 
— fans now felt free to attend selected items 
and to ignore others in favour of conversation, 
the bar, and such other activities as they 
fancied.

Thanks to a wealth of convention reports, 
certain of these activities became semi
legendary. The London Circle's bizarre over
night voyage to Manchester, for example: 
seventeen fans & professionals started out in 
a convoy of two cars, a taxi, and a motorbike, 
but only sixteen arrived at the Grosvenor 
Hotel the next morning — Bert Campbell and 
his bike were last seen near Rugby and neither 
ever reached the con. Vin Clarke, meanwhile, 
deluged the con with quotecards, and vast 
numbers of fans deluged each other with zap
guns (editors Carnell and Hamilton were seen 
to fight a private duel with pistols loaded 
with sherry). Brian Burgess brought along a 
bag of entrails (for a mock-sacrifice) and 
left them in a room without telling the 
occupant. When discovered they were swiftly 
thrown into a nearby canal, leaving the 
anxious Burgess to wander the convention 
asking if anyone had seen his lights (the 
sacrifice was cancelled, since, as Willis 
said, at the last moment no one had the guts 
to do it). So the supermancon continued, and 
passed into fannish myth.

The Cytricons of 1955, 1956, (1957?), 
& 1958 were small, ultr-fannish conventions 
with little programming, but a large amount 
of socializing and partying. All were held 
over Easter weekend in the George Hotel in 
Kettering (the first time any sf convention 
anywhere was known to take over an hotel in 
its entirety). It was a friendly place where 
the bar staff and Boris, the night-porter, 
happily served the new fannish drink, Blog, 
and occasionally battled the fans with their 
own zap-guns. Beanies, the propellor-caps 
used to indicate fans in fan cartoons, were 
widely worn at the 1955 con, some of them of 
monstrous proportions and complexity. There 
were US visitors in 1956 and a Fancy Dress 
was held, attendees alarming the citizens of 
Kettering as well as the manager of the over
flow Royal Hotel. But by 1958 attendance had 
slumped. 115 fans turned up in 1955, only 
80 in 1956; the remaining fans at the 1958 
Cytricon resolved to do something about it 
and came up with the idea of the British SF 
Association, essentially designed as a 
recruiting centre for British fandom. It 
seemed to work, and indeed it was the BSFA 
that sponsored the 1959 and subsequent 
conventions till 1967.

In the meantime, however, the first non
American worldcon was held in London in 1957. 
The Loncon attracted some 250 fans to the 
King's Court Hotel in Bayswater over the 
weekend of September 6th-9th. A charter 
flight brought some fifty US fans over to a 

worldcon that, following the tradition of 
contemporary British Eastercons, was 
unusually informal and fannish. John W. 
Campbell was Guest of Honour and John 
(Wyndham) Harris was convention President. The 
hotel was in the process of being rebuilt, 
causing some difficulties (it's the only known 
con where fans complained about hotel staff 
making too much noise); but British and 
American fans got on well together - even 
battling each other in an international tea
drinking contest.

The last two conventions of the decade 
were small and, onder the aegis of the BSFA, 
somewhat more formal than was by now customary. 
The 1959 Eastercon was held at the Imperial 
Hotel, Birmingham - the place was described 
as "dingy" and the bar apparently closed at 
9.J0 pml But the fifty or so fans present 
managed to party as usual and indulged in 
another tea-drinking contest ("a meagre 
affair - nobody was even sick"). The 
i960 Eastercon was also a quiet affair, though 
the venue was at least changed from a teetotal 
hotel at the last minute. The con finally 
ended up in the Kingsley Hotel in Bloomsbury. 
Ted Carnell and TAFF delegate, Don Ford, were 
Guests of Honour.

And that's about it. Next time we'll 
take a brief look at the conventions held in 
the sixties and then move on to the seveties 
and the present state of British sf conventions. 
In the meantime, anyone with photos of past 
cons, especially those from the sixties and 
earlier, is more than welcome to contact us 
— Seacon '79 can make good use of them and 
we can come to some arrangement about taking 
copies rather than risking damage to original 
photos. It would be a fine thing to have some 
sort of display in the fan room, especially of 
photos from the 1957 and 1965 UK Worldcons. 
The address: Peter Roberts, 38 Oakland Dr., 
Dawlish, Devon.

Seacon '79, in the spirit of recent British 
conventions, will have a mixed and largely 
informal fan programme with open discussions 
on topical and traditional fan topics, talks, 
panels, quizzes, - even games (yes, we're 
still thinking about that cricket match), - 
as well as auctions, films, and, of course, 
serious and constructive parties.

Much of the programme will take place 
in the fan room which is large, well- 
eqipped, and right in the centre of the 
convention facilities. Eve Harvey is in charge 
of the place itself and we're hoping it'll 
function not only as a programme room, but 
also as an information centre and a place to 
relax and meet people. There'll be displays 
of photos and artwork, fanwriting and fan
history, and plenty of fanzines to look at 
and .to take away, as well as information 
boards on British and international fandom, 
and a daily convention news-sheet and contact 
service. There'll also be comfy chairs, 
a relaxed atmosphere, things to do, and people 
to meet.

Look forward to seeing you in the fan 
room - and if you can help us out, either 
before or during the con, drop us a line.



CONSTITUTION
of the World Science Fiction Society, October 1978

New provisions adopted at Iguanacon are shown in bold face and the one area of old text that was replaced is 
shown in italics. See page 91 of the Iguanacon Program Book for the two amendments whose ratification effected 
these changes. Article III, Section 1, has been divided into two sections because of its unwieldy length which would 
otherwise have been increased by one of the amendments ratified at Iguanacon.

ARTICLE I — Name, Objectives, and Membership
SECTION 1: The name of this organization shall be the World Science Fiction Society, hereinafter referred to as WSFS.
SECTION 2: WSFS Is an unincorporated literary society whose functions are:

A. To choose the recipients of the annual Science Fiction Achievement Awards (the Hugos),
B. To choose the locations and Committees for the annual World Science Fiction Conventions, 
C. To attend those Conventions, and
D. To perform such other activities as may be necessary or incidental to the above purposes.

SECTION 3: The Membership of WSFS shall consist of all people who have paid membership dues to the Convention Committee of
the current World Science Fiction Convention.

SECTION 4: Authority and responsibility for all matters concerning the Convention, except those reserved herein to the Society, 
shall rest with the Convention Committee, which shall act in its own name and not in that of the Society.

SECTION 5: Each Convention Committee should dispose of surplus funds remaining after accounts are settled for the current 
Convention for the benefit of the membership of the Society as a whole, and should publish or have published by the 
following Convention Committee a final financial report.

ARTICLE II — Science Fiction Achievement Awards (the Hugos)
SECTION 1: Selection of the Science Fiction Achievement Awards, known as the Hugos, shall be made as follows in the subsequent 

Sections of this Article.
SECTION 2: Best Novel: A science fiction or fantasy story of forty thousand (40,000) words or more appearing for the first time 

during the previous calendar year. A work originally appearing in a language other than English shall also be eligible in 
the year in which it is first issued in English translation. A story, once it has appeared in English, may thus be eligible 
only once. Publication date, or cover date in the case of a dated periodical, takes precedence over copyright date. A 
serial takes its appearance to be the date of the last installment. Individual stories appearing as a series are eligible only 
as individual stories and are not eligible taken together under the title of the series. An author may withdraw a version 
of his work from consideration if he feels that that version is not representative of what he wrote. The Convention 
Committee may relocate a story into a more appropriate category if it feels that it is necessary, provided that the story 
is within five thousand (5,000) words of the new category limits.

SECTION 3: Best Novella: The rules shall be the same as those for Best Novel, with length between seventeen thousand five hundred 
(17,500) and forty thousand (40,000) words.

SECTION 4: Best Novelette: The rules shall be the same as those for Best Novel, with length between seven thousand five hundred 
(7,500) and seventeen thousand five hundred (17,500) words.

SECTION 5: Best Short Story: The rules shall be the same as those for Best Novel, with length less than seven thousand five hundred 
(7,500) words.

SECTION 6: Best Dramatic Presentation: Any production in any medium of dramatized science fiction or fantasy which has been 
publicly presented for the first time in its present dramatic form during the previous calendar year. In the case of 
individual programs presented as a series, each program is individually eligible, but the series as a whole is not eligible.

SECTION 7: Best Professional Artist: An illustrator whose work has appeared in the field of professionally published science fiction or 
fantasy during the previous calendar year.

SECTION 8: Best Professional Editor: The editor of any professional publication devoted primarily to science fiction or fantasy during 
the previous calendar year.

SECTION 9: Best Fanzine: Any generally available fannish publication devoted to science fiction, fantasy, or related subjects, which 
has published four (4) or more issues, at least one (1) of which appeared in the previous calendar year. The words 
"fanzine" and "fannish" shall be defined only by the will of the membership, and the Convention Committee shall 
impose no additional criteria. [[Former wording that was replaced:) Best Amateur Magazine: Any generally available non
professional magazine devoted primarily to science fiction, fantasy, or related subjects, which has published four 14) or more issues, at least one 
tl) of which appeared in the previous calendar year.]

SECTION 10: Best Fan Writer: Any person whose writing has appeared in magazines of the type defined in Section 9 above.
SECTION 11: Best Fan Artist: An artist or cartoonist whose work has appeared through publication in magazines of the type defined in 

Section 9 above or through other public display during the previous calendar year. Any person whose name appears on 
the final Awards ballot for a given year under the Professional Artist category shall not be eligible for the Fan Artist 
Award for that year.
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SECTION 12: Additional Category: Not more than one special category may be created by the current Covention Committee with 
nomination and voting to be the same as for the permanent categories. The Convention Committee is not required to 
create any such category; such action by a Convention Committee should be under exceptional circumstances only; 
and the special category created by one Convention Committee shall not be binding on following Committees. Awards 
created under this Section shall be considered to be Science Fiction Achievement Awards, or Hugos.

SECTION 13: Name and Design: The Hugo Award shall continue to be standardized on the rocket ship design of Jack McKnight and 
Ben Jason. Each Convention Committee may select its own choice of base design. The name (Hugo) and the design 
shall not be extended to any other award.

SECTION 14: No Award: At the discretion of an individual Convention Committee, if the lack of nominations or final votes in a 
specific category shows a marked lack of interest in that category on the part of the voters, the Award in that category 
shall be cancelled for that year. In addition, the entry "No Award" shall be mandatory in each category of Hugo on the 
final ballot. In any event, No Award shall be given whenever the total number of valid ballots cast for a specific 
category is less than twenty five percent (25%) of the total number of final Award ballots (excluding those cast for No 
Award) received.

SECTION 15: Nominations and Voting: Selection of nominees for the final Award voting shall be done by a poll conducted by the 
Convention Committee under rules determined by the Committee. Final Award voting shall be by mail, with ballots 
sent only to Society members. Final Award ballots shall include name, signature, address, and membership number 
spaces to be filled in by the voter. Final Award ballots shall standardize nominees given in each category to not more 
than five (5) (six (6) in the case of tie votes) plus "No Award." The Committee shall, on or with the final ballot, 
designate, for each nominee in the printed fiction categories, one or more books, anthologies, or magazines in which 
the nominee appeared (including the book publisher or magazine issue date(s)). Assignment to the proper category of 
nominees nominated in more than one category, and eligibility of nominees, shall be determined by the Convention 
Committee. Voters shall indicate the order of their preference for the nominees in each category.

SECTION 16: Tallying: Counting of all votes shall be the responsibility of the Convention Committee, which is responsible for all 
matters concerning the Awards. In each category, votes shall first be tallied by the voter's first choices. If no majority is 
then obtained, the nominee who places last in the initial tallying shall be eliminated and the ballots listing it as first 
choice shall be redistributed on the basis of those ballots' second choices. This process shall be repeated until a majority 
vote winner is obtained.

SECTION 17: Exclusions: No member of the current Convention Committee nor any publications closely connected with a member of 
the Committee shall be eligible for an Award. However, should the Committee delegate all authority under this Article 
to a Subcommittee whose decisions are irrevocable by the Convention Committee, then this exclusion shall apply to 
members of the Subcommittee only.

ARTICLE III — Future Convention Site Selection
SECTION 1: The Society shall choose the location and Committee of the Convention to be held two (2) years from the date of the 

current Convention at the Business Meeting of the current Convention. Voting shall be by mail or ballot cast at the 
current Convention with run-off ballot as described in Article II, Section 16, and shall be limited to Society members 
who have paid at least five dollars ($5.00) towards membership in the Convention whose site is being selected. The 
current Convention Committee shall administer the mail balloting, collect the advance membership fees, and turn 
over those funds to the winning Committee before the end of the current Convention. Each World Science Fiction 
Convention Committee shall provide a reasonable opportunity for bona fide bidding Committees for the Convention to 
be selected one year hence to make presentations.

SECTION 2: Bids from prospective Committees shall be allowed on the ballot by the current Convention Committee only upon 
presentation of adequate evidence of an agreement with the proposed sites' facilities, such as a conditional contract or 
a letter of agreement. To be eligible for site selection, a bidding Committee must state the rules under which the 
Convention Committee will operate, including a specification of the term of office of their chief executive officer or 
officers and the conditions and procedures for the selection and replacement of such officer or officers. Written 
copies of these rules must be made available by the bidding Committee to any member of the Society on request.

SECTION 3: To ensure equitable distribution of sites, North America is divided into three (3) regions as follows:
Western: Baja California, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Saskatchewan, and all states and provinces 
westward.
Central: Central America, Mexico (except as above), and all states and provinces between Western and Eastern regions. 
Eastern: Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, Quebec, 
and all states and provinces eastward.

SECTION 4: Convention sites shall rotate in the order Western, Central, Eastern region. Bids from sites located out of rotation may 
be considered only if the rule of rotation is set aside by a three-quarters majority of those voting for site selection at 
the current Convention. In the event of such setting aside, the same motion shall establish where the rotation is to 
resume.

SECTION 5: A Convention site outside of North America may be selected by a majority vote at any Convention. In the event of 
such outside Convention being selected, there shall be an interim Continental Convention in the region whose turn it 
would have normally been, to be held in the same year as the overseas World Science Fiction Convention, with 
rotation skipping that region the following year. To skip a region without giving it an interim Continental Convention 
shall require a three-quarters majority vote. Selection of the site of such Continental Convention may be by vote of 
the Business Meeting or by such other method'as the competing bidders might agree upon.

SECTION 6: With sites being selected two (2) years in advance, there are therefore at least two Convention Committees in 
existence at any given time. If one should become unable to perform its duties, the surviving Convention Committee 
shall determine what it is to do, by mail poll of the Society if there is time for one, or by decision of the Committee if 
there is not time.
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ARTICLE IV — Constitution and Powers of the Business Meeting
SECTION 1: Any proposal to amend the Constitution of WSFS shall require for passage a majority of all the votes cast on the 

question at the Business Meeting of the Society at which it is first debated, and also ratification by a simple majority 
vote of those members present and voting at a Business Meeting of the Society held at the World Convention 
immediately following that at which the amendment was first approved. Failure to ratify in the manner described shall 
void the proposed amendment.

SECTION 2: Any change to the Constitution of WSFS shall take effect at the end of the World Science Fiction Convention at which 
such change is ratified.

SECTION 3: This Constitution, together with all ratified amendments hereto, shall determine the conduct of the affairs of the 
Society. All previous Constitutions, By-Laws, and resolutions of WSFS are hereby revoked.

SECTION 4: Business Meetings of the Society shall be held at advertised times at each World Science Fiction Convention. The 
current Convention Committee shall provide the Presiding Officer and Staff for each Meeting. Meetings shall be 
conducted in accordance with Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised, and such other rules as may be published by the 
Committee in advance.

SECTION 5: The Constitution of WSFS, together with an explanation of proposed changes approved but not yet ratified, shall be 
printed by the current Convention Committee, distributed with the Hugo nomination ballots, and printed in the 
Convention book, if there is one.

Standing Rules for the Governance of the 
WorldCon Business Meeting

RULE 1: Business of the Annual Meeting of the World Science Fiction Society shall be transacted in one or more sessions called
Preliminary Business Meetings and one or more Main Business Meetings. The first session shall be designated as a 
Preliminary Business Meeting. At least eighteen (18) hours shall elapse between the final Preliminary Business Meeting 
and the one or more Main Business Meetings. In so far as practical, the Business Meeting sessions shall be scheduled so as 
not to overlap with the Convention main programming.

RULE 2: The Preliminary Business Meeting may not pass, reject, or ratify amendments to the Constitution, but the motions to
"object to consideration", to "table", and to "refer to committee" are in order. The Preliminary Business Meeting may 
alter or suspend any of the rules of debate included in these Standing Rules. Motions may be amended or consolidated at 
this Meeting with the consent of the original maker. Absence from this Meeting of the original maker shall constitute 
consent to amendment and to such interpretations of the intent of the motion as the Presiding Officer or the 
Parliamentarian may in good faith attempt.

RULE 3: The deadline for the submission of non-privileged new business shall be two hours after the official opening of the
Convention or eighteen hours before the first Preliminary Business Meeting, whichever is later.

RULE 4: Six (6) identical legible copies of all proposals requiring a vote shall be submitted to the Presiding Officer before the
deadline given in Rule 3 above. All proposals or motions of more than seventy-five (75) words shall be accompanied by at 
least one hundred additional identical, legible copies for distribution to and intelligent discussion by the Meeting 
attendees. All proposals or motions shall be legibly signed by the maker and at least one seconder. The Presiding Officer 
may accept otherwise qualified motions submitted after the deadline, but all such motions shall be placed at the end of the 
agenda. The Presiding Officer will reject as out of order any proposal or motion which is obviously illegal or hopelessly 
incoherent in a grammatical sense.

RULE 5: Debate on all motions of less than fifty (50) words shall be limited to six (6) minutes. Debate on all other motions shall be
limited to twenty (20) minutes; if a question is divided, these size criteria and time limits shall be applied to each section. 
Time shall be alloted equally to both sides of a question. Time spent on points of order or other neutral matters arising 
from a motion shall be charged one half to each side. The Preliminary Business Meeting may alter these limits for a 
particular motion by a majority vote.

RULE 6: Debate on all amendments to main motions shall be limited to five (5) minutes, to be divided as above.
RULE 7: An amendment to a main motion may be changed only under those provisions allowing modification through the

consent of the maker of the amendment, i.e., second-order amendment motions are not allowed.
RULE 8: A person speaking to a motion may not immediately offer a motion to close debate or to refer to a commit tee. Motions to

close debate will not be accepted until at least one speaker from each side of the question has been heard, not will they be 
accepted within one minute of the expiration of the time alloted for debate on that motion. The motion to table shall 
require a two-thirds vote for adoption.

RULE 9: In keeping with the intent of the limitations on debate time, the motion to postpone indefinitely shall not be allowed.
RULE 10: A request for a division of the house (an exact count of the voting) will be honored only when requested by at least ten

percent (10%) of those present in the house.
RULE 11: These Standing Rules, and any others adopted by a Preliminary Business Meeting, may be suspended for an individual

item of business by a two-thirds majority vote.
RULE 12: The sole purpose of a request for a "point of information" is to ask the Presiding Officer or the Parliamentarian for his

opinion of the effect of a motion or for his guidance as to the correct procedure to follow. Attempts to circumvent the 
rules of debate under the guise of "points of information" or "points of order" will be dealt with as "dilatory motions" as 
specified in Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised.
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RULE 13: Citations to Articles, Sections, or specific sentences of the Society Constitution or Standing Rules are for the sake of easy
reference only. They do not form a part of the substantive area of a motion. Correct numeration of Articles, Sections, and 
Rules and correct insertions and deletions will be provided by the Secretary of the Business Meeting when the 
Constitution and Standing Rules as Certified to the next WorldCom Therefore, motions from the floor to renumber or 
correct citations will not be in order. The Secretary will also adjust any other Section of the Constitution equally affected 
by an amendment unless otherwise ordered by the Business Meeting. Any correction of fact to the Minutes or to the 
Constitution or Standing Rules as published should be brought to the attention of the Secretary and to that of the next 
available Business Meeting as soon as they are discovered.

RULE 14: At all sessions of the Business Meeting, the hall will be divided into smoking and non-smoking sections by the Presiding
Officer of the Meeting.

RULE 15: The World Science Fiction Society Business Meeting is a mass meeting of the Society's membership which the
Convention is required to sponsor in accordance with the WSFS Constitution and these Standing Rules. Therefore, (1) 
the quorum is the number of people present and (2) the decisions of the Chair as to who is entitled to the floor are not 
subject to appeal. The motion to adjourn the Main Meeting will be in order at any tii.ie after the amendments to the 
Constitution proposed at the last Worldcon Business Meeting for ratification at the current Business Meeting have been 
acted upon.

RULE 16: If time permits at the Site Selection Meeting, bidders for the convention one year beyond the date of the Worldcon being
voted upon will be alloted five (5) minutes each to make such presentations as they may wish.

RULE 17: These Standing Rules should be published by each Convention Committee at the same time as the current Constitution
and pending amendments for ratification are published.

RULE 18: These Standing Rules shall continue in effect until altered, suspended, or rescinded by the action of any Business
Meeting. Amendment, suspension, or rescission of these Standing Rules may be done in the form of a motion from the 
floor of any Business Meeting made by any member of the Business Meeting, and such action will become effective 
immediately after the end of the Business Meeting at which it was passed.

Business Passed on to SeaCon '79
Items 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 below are amendments to the WSFS Constitution that were first passed at IguanaCon. 
They are to be considered for ratification at SeaCon ‘79 and will take effect in accordance with Article IV, 
Sections I and 2, of the WSFS Constitution, if ratified. Item 3 is an amendment to the WSFS Constitution being 
considered for the first time. It occurs at that point in the listing of business, rather than at the end, because 
IguanaCon ordered it made a special order of business when they postponed it at that point in their proceedings. 
Items 7 and 8 are committees that were created at SunCon, were renewed at IguanaCon, and are to report to 
SeaCon '79.

ITEM 1: MOVED, to amend Article III of the WSFS Constitution by adding the following:
Site selection ballots shall include name, signature, address, and membership number 
spaces to be filled in by the voter. The name and address information shall be separated 
from the ballot and the ballots counted only at the convention with two witnesses from 
each bidding committee allowed to observe. Each bidding committee may make a record 
of the name and address of every voter.

The intent of this amendment is to provide a set of minimum standards for the form of site selection ballots and for the 
procedures used in their processing and counting. It was moved by Leslie Turek, seconded by Tony Lewis, and contains 63 
words.

ITEM 2: MOVED, to amend Article III of the WSFS Constitution by adding the following:
Members of the Society paying the minimum fee towards membership with their site 
selection ballots shall be members of the selected convention with the right to receive all 
generally distributed publications. Those who have voted may convert to members with 
the right of general attendance at the selected convention and its Business Meeting by 
paying, within 90 days of site selection, an additional fee, set by the selected convention 
committee, of not more than the minimum voting fee and not more than the difference 
between the voting fee and the attending fee for new members.

The minimum voting fee 
can be modified for a particular year by unanimous agreement of the current convention 
committee and all bidding committees who have filed before the mail ballots are set.

The 
minimum fee in force shall be listed on all site selection ballots.

Under the current Constitution, paying the fee to vote does not necessarily gel you anything. If this amendment is adopted, 
voters will get supporting memberships and be guaranteed that they can convert to attending for a limited additional fee. The 
amendment also provides for some flexibility in varying the minimum fee. 11 was moved by Tony Lewis, seconded by Donald 
Eastlake, and contains 141 words.



ITEM 3: MOVED, that the WSFS Constitution be amended as follows:
A. Add at the end of Article III, Section 3, the following:

A fourth region, called Outside North America, shall consist of all the area not included 
in the three regions above.

B. Insert in Article III, Section 4, the words "Outside North America" between the word "Central" and 
the word "Eastern"; and
C. Replace Article III, Section 5, with the following:

When a convention site in the region Outside North America is selected, there shall be 
an interim Continental Convention in one of the North American Regions. Selection of 
the site of such Continental Convention may be by vote of the Business Meeting or by 
such other method as the competing bidders might agree upon.

This motion has not yet been voted on so if passed at Seacon '79 it toil! still have to be ratified at Noreascon II before 
becoming part of the Constitution. For practical purposes, the current Worldcon site rotation system and the effect of this 
motion would be as follows: Presently, each third of North America is eligible for a VJorldcon once every three years. Sites in 
the rest of the world are eligible Io bid whenever they want and if a site outside North America is chosen, the North American 
region that was shipped gets an interim Continental Convention. If this amendment is adopted, each third of North America 
would be eligible for a VJorldcon only once every four years and sites in the remainder of the world would only he eligible once 
every four years. Sites bidding for the Western region of North America would always be bidding at a Worldcon outside of 
North America. There would always be an interim Continental Convention every four years which would he chosen at the 
Western region Worldcon. The first year affected by this motion would by 1983 which would become an Outside North 
America year and then J 984 would be an Eastern region year rather than a Western region year.

This motion tons presented by Kent Bloom, seconded by Lee Smoire, and contains 77 words.
ITEM 4: MOVED, to amend Article IV of the WSFS Constitution by adding Standing Rules to those rules in accordance with 

which the Business Meeting is to be conducted, adding Standing Rules to the items to be printed by the Convention 
Committee, and substituting the following for Section 3:

‘The conduct of the affairs of the Society shall be determined by this Constitution 
together with all ratified amendments hereto and such Standing Rules as the Business 
Meeting may adopt for its own governance.

The purpose of this amendment is to clearly authorize Standing Rules. It was moved by Donald Eastlake, seconded by Jill 
Eastlake, and contains 38 words.

ITEM 5: MOVED, to amend Article III of the WSFS Constitution by striking out all of Section 4 after the first sentence and
inserting the following:

Each site selection ballot shall list the options "None of the above" and "No preference" 
after the bidders and with equal prominence. A ballot voted with first or only choice for 
"No preference" shall be ignored for site selection. A ballot voted with lower than first 
choice for "No preference" shall be ignored if all higher choices on the ballot have been 
eliminated in preferential tallying. "None of the above" shall be treated as a bid for 
tallying. If it wins, the duty of site selection shall devolve on the Business Meeting of the 
current Convention. If the Business Meeting is unable to decide by the end of the 
Convention, the Committee for the following Convention shall make the selection 
without undue delay. When a site and committee are chosen by a Business Meeting or 
Convention Committee, they are not restricted by region or other qualifications and the 
choice of an out of rotation site shall not affect the regional rotation for subsequent 
years. If no bids qualify to be on the ballot, the selection shall proceed as though "None of 
the above" had won.

This amendment would require a "No preference" option on the ballot so voters could take advantage of the lower fees they are 
normally offered without chasing a site (although in principle the voter can presently do that by leaving the vole part of the 
ballot blank/. It would also provide a "None of the above" option Io indicate that a voter opposes all the bids on the ballot and 
wishes to force the decision info the Business Meeting. This motion was presented by Jill Eastlake, seconded by Leslie Turek, 
and contains 185 words.

ITEM 6: MOVED, to amend Article I, Section 5, of the WSFS Constitution by striking the words "of the membership" and "and 
should publish or have published by the following Convention Committee a final financial report" and appending the 
following:

Each Convention Committee shall retain an independent certified public accountant at 
least a year before their convention and shall publish a financial statement compiled and 
reviewed by said accountant within ninety days after their convention and a final 
financial statement within a year.

The words "of the membership" are to be struck to make it a little easier for Convention Committees that want tax exempt 
status to gel it. The rest of the amendment is to provide clear standards of externally reviewed financial reporting for 
Convention Committees. If was moved by Lou Tabakow, seconded by Sid Altus, and contains 61 words.

ITEM 7: A report by the Committee, originally created at SunCon and continued at Iguanacon, to begin drafting a new
Constitution for the Society incorporating certain matters pertaining to the permanent organization of the Society. 
The Chairman of the Committee is Bob Hillis. The Committee may be contacted through its Secretary, Larry Smith, at 
875 Overland Park, Columbus, OH 43224 USA. The Committee was continued when the following motion (drafted 
by Ben Yalow) was PASSED at Iguanacon.



ITEM 8:

Be It Resolved That:
A permanent body, the World Science Fiction Society, Incorporated, (WSFS, Inc.) should 
be established, independent of any Worldcon Committee, whose members will be the 
members of the current and upcoming Worldcons. The Board of Directors of WSFS, Inc., 
should be selected by the members of the Society and by current and recent Worldcon 
Committees.

WSFS, Inc., should be responsible for the administration of voting for selection of 
the Hugos and the site of future Worldcons. No change should be made in either the 
Hugos or site selection as a result of the establishment of WSFS, Inc., except as necessary 
to administer the voting.

In cases of a Worldcon Committee becoming unable to properly manage its 
designated Convention, either because of internal collapse or misconduct, then, after 
investigation and due process, the Board of Directors should have the right to remove 
the name "World Science Fiction Convention" and the awarding of the Hugos, site 
selection and the holding of the Society's Business Meeting from the control of the guilty 
Committee and to award them to another responsible group.

Therefore, it is moved that the current WSFS Constitution Drafting Committee, 
with such deletions and substitutions as its current Chairman shall consider proper, be 
empowered to continue its current activities and present its next report at the Thirty- 
Seventh World Science Fiction Convention in Brighton, England, in 1979.

Since it was not an amendment to the Constitution, the above resolution look effect immediately continuing the Committee.
A report by the special Committee created at SunCon and continued at Iguanacon, to consider a reworking of Article II, 
Section 7, of the WSFS Constitution concerning the Best Profession Artist Hugo. The Committee consists of the 
following persons: Jim Hudson, Chairman; George Flynn; Steve Miller; Rick Sternbach; and Andrea Mitchell. The 
Committee may be contacted through its chairman at 33 Unity Avenue, Belmont, MA 02178 USA. The following 
motions relevant to this Committee were PASSED at Iguanacon:

MOVED: To request assistance from SeaCon in testing the proposed Art Hugo 
nomination and voting process.
MOVED: To keep the committee [the Art Hugo Committee] in existence, as currently 
constituted, for another year (until SeaCon).

Since it was not an amendment to the Constitution, the above motion took effect immediately continuing the Committee. The 
main idea the Committee is working on is to have the Professional Art Hugo be for an individual work, as the literary Hugos 
are, rather than for the general work of a person. There should be a page in this Progress Report requesting your assistance in 
testing their current proposal.

Site Selection Procedures
Among the duties of SeaCon '79 and its Business Meeting under the World Science Fiction Socity Constitution is to 
supervise the selection of the 39th World Science Fiction Convention which will be held is 1981. The general 
procedures that will be followed are listed below.

ONE Mail Ballots: The mail site selection ballot will be sent out with Progress Report 4. It will list all bidders who have 
submitted complete bids by March 31,1979, and will have a place for write-ins and to indicate no preference. Mail ballots 
must be returned as indicated on the ballot, with US$5 (or equivalent) toward membership in the 1981 Worldcon, by 1 
August 1979.

TWO Voting at SeaCon '79: It will be possible to vote at Seacon at a table set up in the general vicinity of the registration area. 
The same fee must be paid as with voting by mail. This table will not be open later than 6PM Saturday.

THREE Bidding: Bids from prospective Wordcon Committees in the Western Region (see Article III, Section 3 of the WSFS 
Constitution) or from outside of North America must be submitted in writing to Donald Eastlake, Seacon '79 Site 
Selection, Box N, MIT Branch PO, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA before 1 August 1979 or brought to Seacon '79 and 
submitted before the votes are tabulated. It is strongly recommended that bids be mailed in early to get on the mail ballot 
and so any defects can be corrected. The bid must specify the Committee and loction proposed and include adequate 
evidence of an agreement with the sites' facilities such as a conditional contract or a letter or agreement. Since it is 
technically a nomintion, each bid must be indorsed by at least oneSeaCon '79 member whose membership number should 
be given. Bidders should note that they are required to provide in writing to any member of the Society who so requests a 
copy of the rules under which their Convention Committee will operate, including a specification of the term of office of 
their chief executive officer or officers and the conditions and procedures for the selection and replacement of such 
officer or officers.



ART HUGO EXPERIMENT
The current professional artist Hugo gives the award to the body of work done 

by an artist, while the fiction awards are given for individual works. It has been 
suggested by a number of people that the latter approach is more meaningful, and 
that Art Hugos should be awarded for the best individual works of SF art 
published in that year.

A committee of the World Science Fiction Society was set up at Suncon to 
consider this idea, and did so between Suncon and Iguanacon. However, we 
couldn't make a recommendation then, because we needed more information. To 
be blunt, we didn't know how the idea would work in practice, no matter what 
our bias for or against it in theory.

Specifically, we needed to know how much of a problem it would be for people 
to choose individual pieces worth nominating, whether we could figure out who 
the artists were, whether the publishers would be cooperative, and a whole host 
of other trivial details that could make or break the idea.

So, we proposed a test run. We would like everyone interested to give us 
nominations for the best SF artwork of 1978, just as you'll send your Best Artist 
and Best Novel nominations to the Seacon committee. Here is what we're 
interested in:

• Best Color: a piece of SF or fantasy art done in full color and published 
for the first time in 1978 (use publication date).

• Best Monochrome: A piece of SF or fantasy art done in monochrome 
(generally black ana white) and published for the first time in 1978.

These will, in general, be book or magazine covers and interiors, plus other 
published works. We would like up to five nominations from each of you, ideally 
with your thoughts on how much trouble the process is, and whether you think 
the idea is a good one. Please include where the works were published, in as much 
detail as possible (e.g. Analog, May 1978, page 87), since one thing we're checking 
is how easy it is to identify the work.

We will decipher your comments, compile the nominations, and send out a 
report to each person nominating on what happened. In addition, we'll use the 
information on the number of people nominating, the spread of the nominations, 
and so forth to determine whether the whole thing is clearly a good idea, 
marginal, or a flop, and that will probably decide whether it gets passed at Seacon 
as a change in the voting rules. We should mention that no change in the Fan 
Artist award is currently being considered—these changes would simply replace 
"Pro Artist" with "Best Color" and "Best Monochrome" pieces.

Please DON'T send your nominations to Seacon. Instead, mail them to
Jim Hudson
Art Hugos Committee
33 Unity Avenue
Belmont MA 02178
United States of America



PROGRAMME NOTES
Banquet & Hugo Awards
The Banquet and the Awards Ceremony will be 
programmed as separate events, both on 
Sunday evening. The Banquet will be held in 
the Winter Gardens Ballroom and will feature 
brief speeches from our Guests of Honour; 
the Awards Ceremony itself will take place in 
the main Convention Hall.

There will be 750 seats at the Banquet, 
all told, so when we send out the ticket 
reservation forms with the final Hugo ballots 
reserve your tickets promptly or there may 
be none left. There will be facilities for 
about 500 non-banqueting members to hear 
the speeches after the banquet in the Winter 
Gardens Ballroom, and seats for 2,000 to 
watch the Hugo Awards Ceremony.

We still have 15 rooms seating up to 50 
people each (not bedroom suites) for which 
functions have not definitely been allocated. 
If you wish to use one of these rooms for 
meetings or displays please get in touch with 
Rob Jackson as soon as possible. (If it's to 
be used for a closed meeting we may need to 
make a nominal charge for this.)

We would also be very grateful if 
organisers of traditional Worldcon events 
such as the Burroughs Dum-Dum, the Georgette 
Heyer Tea and others would contact Rob as soon 
as possible with their requirements. For the 
Georgette Heyer Tea in particular, a Worldcon 
in Brighton with its grand Regency tradition 
presents a unique opportunity to organise 
something really special — but the town's 
facilities may be booked up over the 
convention period if we don't act quickly, so 
we need the information now.

Write to Rob Jackson at: 8 Lavender Road, 
West Ewell, Epsom, Surrey KT19 9EB, U.K., 
tel: 01-397 6514. (The address on the Seacon 
booking forms is still valid too.)

Fancy Dress Competition
The fancy Dress Competition will be at 8 pm 
on Saturday, in the main convention hall, 
Hall 1. Naturally we're trying to make it the 
smoothest running Worldcon Fancy Dress parade 
ever; Iguanacon's was pretty good, we h_ar, 
but we aim to improve on it if possible.

If you want to enter for the Fancy Dress, 
we'd be grateful if you write to us as soon 
as you know you're going to prepare a 
costume, as it will help us plan numbers. 
Entries will be accepted, though, as late as 
noon on the day of the Parade itself, as we 
know many people do make last-minute plans.

To help you plan, here are some details of 
what will be expected of you. There will be 
a raised catwalk out into the audience, so 
you'll have to dress your backs up as well as 
your fronts. You'll have to climb steps, so 
it would be better if you’re reasonably 
mobile; but we will have plenty of guides 
and helpers, though, if you need lifting up 
(say if you're on wheels) or are half
blinded by your costume. There will be no 
limits on what you wish to wear (or not wearl) 
although SF or Fantasy-related costumes 
obviously stand a better chance of winning 
awards. If you have any special requirements 
(background music or special lighting, for 
example) please let us know well in advance 
of the convention; don't just tell us when 
you arrive, as it'll probably be too late.

When planning your presentation please 
bear in mind that we will impose a time limit 
of 60 seconds per person, or 90 seconds for 
groups; after that the mike will be turned 
off on you or rotten tomatoes will be hurled. 
If you have an especially long presentation 
in mind, again let us know in good time — 
you may be able to entertain the audience 
while the judges deliberate (you will already 
have appeared in the regular parade, of 
course).

We're also organising a costume slide 
show and open discussion to be held in the 
Fan Room on the Friday of the con; we hope 
those wizards of the costume ball, Mike and 
Carol Resnick, will moderate this.

We will provide about twenty cubicles in 
the hall next to the main hall for use if 
you don't want to change in your room (or 
subject your costumes to the elements and 
the ridicule of passers-by on the way from 
your own hotel). These will be available from 
about 5 pm. There will be a registration table 
where you will be able to leave valuables, as 
well as prop and make-up facilities (mirrors, 
chairs, tables, tissues, etc). Drinks will be 
available for hot and thirsty contestants. 
When you arrive to compete we will give you a 
number and ask you to fill in a sheet saying 
what you would like to be announced on your 
behalf.

The prejudging and photo session will 
start at 7.15 pm at the latest. There will be 
facilities for both flash and floodlight 
photography; only bona-fide photographers will 
be allowed at the photo-session. There will 
be no photography during the Parade itself; 
even if flashes don't blind the contestants 
they can certainly disturb them and photo
graphers do tend to obstruct other people's 
view.



If you're competing you will be able to 
watch the parade while waiting your turn; 
you'll all be waiting behind a screen till 
you're ready to go on. After you come off the 
stage there will be seats reserved for you.

If you want to compete or need any 
further information about the event please 
write directly to us: Rob Jackson & Coral 
Clarke, 8 Lavender Road, West Ewell, Surrey, 
KT19 9EB, U.K.

Book Room
One of the busiest and most interesting places 
at any convention is the bookroom. Seacon '79 
will be, as they say, no exception. Once more 
the dealers will be providing a wide range of 
magazines, books, comics and other bits of 
paper with words or pictures on with which 
you can enlarge your collection and decrease 
your bank balance. This time, however, the 
Book Room will contain the biggest and most 
varied selection of Sf material ever bffered 
for sale in Britain at one time. Start saving 
now for that Vector Magroon novel you've 
always wanted.
Selling & Displaying Books

If you intend t6 sell or display books 
or magazines at Seacon and you don't receive 
an information sheet in the near future, please 
contact our Book Room Consultant: John Eggeling, 
82 Elmbourne Road, Tooting, London SW17, U.K.

Auctions
The success of a book/magazine/manuscript 
auction is very much is your hands. Although 
we have three good and experienced auctioneers 
in Jack Chalker, Roger Peyton and Ron Bounds, 
they can only sell what you let us have.

If you have anything you would like to 
donate to the auction or anything you would 
like us to auction on your behalf for a small 
commission, please write directly to Joseph 
Nicholas, 2 Wilmot Way, Camberley, Surrey, 
GUI? 1JA. The more detailed the description 
of what you have and the sooner you can send 
it, the easier it will be for us to give you 
a good auction.

Remember to make clear whether you are 
donating, or selling on commission. Profits 
will of course go to the convention funds 
unless you specify a recognised fannish 
cause which you would like to receive all 
proceeds from the items you donate.

Films

Most British readers of this report won't be 
used to a separate film programme of any 
length at conventions, but it is standard 
procedure at a Worldcon. Our intention is to 
have about eighteen hours of films a day.

While concentrating on SF, a certain amount 
of fantasy, horror, and experimental material 
will also be included. In addition we plan to 
show 2 or 3 new items in the main convention 
programme.

As part of the programme there will be 
'seasons' on British films and films based 
on published stories. There will also be 
exhibitions of stills and props, and a 
number of people involved in making SH films 
will be taking part.

Film notes in the programme book will be 
by John Brosnan, author of the recently 
published study of SF films, FUTURE TENSE. 
John, together with our technical expert and 
ace projectionist, Gerald Bishop, is doing 
much of the day-to-day work involved in 
organising the programme.

Although we obviously have our own ideas 
on the range of films we will show we would 
welcome any suggestions for programme material 
Obviously some of the films will be 'old 
favourites' — which ones would you like to 
see (again)? What movies have you seen that 
the committee may have ■missed? Do you have 
access to any films, stills, publicity 
material, models, costumes or props which 
would ipake the convention film programme 
something’ cut of the ordinary?

If you have any comments or offers of 
help please write to Leroy Kettle, 56 Falkland 
Road, London n8.

Art Show

Art Show information and booking forms will 
be mailed out in early March 1979 to all 
those interested in displaying artwork, in 
any medium, in the show. Please write to 
either

Marsha Elkin Jones
9 Cecil Road
Phenton
Birkenhead, Merseyside L42 9 PF 
England 
or
Stford Lewis 
Pussywillows 
off Wheeler Lane 
Natick, MA 01760 
U.S.A.

if you are interested in participating in the 
show and wish to receive the booking forms 
and art show rules (and Customs information 
where necessary).

Art Show space must be booked in 
advance. There will be no space available 
for people who turn up with artwork at the 
last minute without having notified us in 
advance. MARSHA ELKIN JONES
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THE TRAVELLING FAN
Joyce Scrivner writes
There are hundreds of people from North 
America planning to go to Seacon *79. This 
small article is to give you some early 
warning out the things you should do before 
you go, or else you may not make it to 
Brighton.

The first thing needed to get out of the 
country is money. Though you could go swim in 
the ocean and say you were out of the country 
without money, you wouldn't get far unless you 
were picked up by a passing boat, and who knows 
where that would leave you? Anyway, without 
making an enormous list of legal and illegal 
methods to acquire money, I have no advice to 
give.

Once you have money you can buy a ticket. 
There are currently rumours about several 
charters in the early stages of planning. I 
would suggest reading the newszines (LOCUS, 
FILE 770, SPANG BLAH, CHECKPOINT) for further 
information (and, of course, stayed tuned in 
to the Seacon '79 Progress Reports!)• Seacon 
itself is not taking responsibility for any 
charters, so there is always the possibility 
they will not occur. The charters will 
probably be scheduled so that they return in 
time for the NASFIC in Louisville.

Finally, to get out of the country you 
need a passport. If you were to arrive in 
England without a passport, you would not be 
admitted into the country. Several people who 
would otherwise have gone to Heicon or 
Aussiecon were left in America because they 
neglected to get a passport in time.

The Seacon committee are preparing for 
hordes of North American fen. They would 
much prefer you were in Brighton than waiting 
by your mailbox for a passport or sitting on 
a ship in the harbour staring at the flashy 
lights. I'm only going to discuss getting a 
U.S. passport, but since governments and red 
tape are much the same evrywhere, this will 
give you an idea of what's involved.

To get a U.S. passport you must prove to 
the State Department that you exist as a 
viable U.S. Citizen. You need a completed 
passport application, two identical photos, 
and some money.

WHEN TO APPLY: This is very important. Apply 
early, preferably a few months in advance of 
your departure date. Although it usually only 
takes a couple of months to process the 
application, you may run into problems with 
your identification papers, and may have a 
delay. I'd advise you to apply by May 1, 1979, 
sooner if possible.

IDENTIFICATION: This is the hardest require
ment to fulfill. The easiest method is to 
show a previous passport, but if you had one 
this article would be superfluous.

There are two segments required to 
identify you. It must be shown that there is 
a valid U.S. citizen with your name. Then you 
must prove that that citizen is you.

The usual (and easiest) method to prove 
the first is to show a notarized birth 
certificate. This will usually have an 
embossed seal on it. This is different from 
the standard paper given you at birth, which 
is usually merely a record of birth. 
Pennsylvania, for example, only gives out a 
certificate of birth registration; this is 
not a valid birth certificate and the passport 
office will not accept it. So be careful, get 
the certificates from your parents now. There 
is a good likelihood that they are not valid 
birth certificates, and you will have to 
write away for one (or visit a local office).

If you can't get a birth certificate, 
secondary evidence such as baptismal records, 
records of birth abroad, witnesses to your 
birth, sworn statements (notarized), and 
other such are valid. If you've changed your 
name you should have proff that you changed 
your name. If you have a fannish and a real 
name you should be careful about such things 
as haking booked under your fannish name and 
your passport being in your real name. A lot 
of foreign hotels require that you surrender 
your passport when you check in.

The easiest method to prove that you are 
the person listed on the birth certificate is 
with a piece of identification bearing both 
the name and your picture or physical 
description, i.e. a driver's license or a 
work identification. If you don't have any of 
these, then you should bring someone with 
you that has known you for three years or 
more and they will swear that you are you. 
Then they must prove who they are and sign a 
certificate.
APPLICATION: You must complete a passport 
application. The last one I saw also asked if 
you had belonged to any communist organizations 
and you had to swear to uphold the constitution. 
Generally you must apply in person, unless you 
have a previous passport issued within 8 years 
prior to the date of a new application, in 
which case you can mail in a form.
PHOTOGRAPHS: You need two identical photos. 
The easiest way to get these is to have a 
regular passport photo place take them. It 
usually costs X5 for three. They must not be



smaller than 2| x 2? nor larger than 3x3 
inches, and must withstand a mounting 
temperature of over 200 deg. F. Both photos 
must be signed on the front on the left-hand 
side without marring the features. They 
require street attire, so put away the 
masquerade photos. Most vending machine 
photos are no good.
MONEY: Unless you have had a passport in the 
past eight years, you must go to the passport 
office and pay them $13- If you had a passport, 
it will only cost #10 by mail. People that 
work for the government and are going on 
official business or people in the armed 
forces can get them free.
WHERE TO APPLY: There are agencies in Boston, 
Chicago, Honolulu, Los Angeles, Miami, New 
Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, San 
Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, D.C. In 
other places you may be able to use a large 
post office. You can call the passport 
agencies for more information. A brochure 
YOU AND YOUR PASSPORT is available from the 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Price 
is probably 75^-

It takes at least six weeks to process 
a passport application. It also takes a 
certain amount of time to get the birth 
certificate. It takes time to fill out the 
application and get the photos, though 
usually not as long as either of the former.

The above is a brief overview of what 
you'll need. Contact your local passport 
agency for more information. I hope that you 
manage to make it to England without getting 
Shanghaied or lost at sea. I'll be expecting 
to see you.

Linda E Bushyager writes
Visiting Europe no longer requires 

smallpox or other vaccinations unless there 
is an outbreak in the area. You may want to 
get smallpox, tetanus, and typhoid, as a 
precaution. As a general rule, Western 
European countries do not require visas for 
vacationing US citizens for periods of stay 
up to three months. Passports can be obtained 
for family groups, rather than individuals. 
This saves money, but in the event that you 
are separated, you may prefer individual 
passports.

Since August is the main tourist time, 
you should probably reserve all rooms in 
advance. Cheap bread and breakfast hotels are 
available and they can be booked in advance. 
Definitely get your passports early, and 
reserve rooms at Brighton as soon as the 
booking forms are available.

British Railpass and European Rail 
Passes are available if purchased in the U.S. 
before your trip. There is also a special 
pass available which admits you to museums 
and stately homes in England free, after you 
pay for the pass. Check with your travel 
agent if you can't get the information 

elsewhere. Generally the railpasses are 
only worthwhile if you are doing considerable 
travel over large distances.

I know it is difficult for fans to do 
advance planning, but it is highly re
commended for a trip to Britain in the height 
of the busy tourist season. Hope to see you 
there.

(Olde Englishe) Customs
There are various Customs regulations which 
may affect the importation of goods into 
Great Britain which you ought to know about; 
in particular, those governing the importation 
and exportation of posters and original works 
of art.

Books, magazines and other literary 
matter may enter this country free of both 
excise duty and Value Added Tax (which is 
the British equivalent of the USA's sales 
taxes).

Original works of art, though, are 
subject to Value Added Tax (VAT) of 12-jW, 
and posters are subject to VAT and possibly 
Excise duty as well. If you bring these items 
into Britain with you, you will probably be 
asked to pay this on their nominal value 
(say, their reserve price at auction), then 
if you re-export them unsold you can reclaim 
your VAT.

However, we believe Seacon is classifiable 
as a Cultural Exhibition, which should give 
us — and you — certain advantages. We are 
making enquiries and are awaiting official 
word on this from H.M. Customs, but if 
Seacon is eligible as a cultural exhibition 
then artwork not for sale may, we believe, 
enter the country free of VAT provided it is 
re-exported.

Anyone who intends to bring any dutiable 
or taxable goods into the country for Seacon, 
or even anything you think might be dutiable 
or taxable, please contact us (or knowledgeable 
organisations in your own country) for advice 
on the best way of going about it. Write to 
Ian Maule, our consultant on Customs affairs, 
c/o Rob Jackson, 8 Lavendar Road, West Ewell, 
Epsom, Surrey KT19 9EB, U.K., tel: 01-397 
6514, and we'll send exact details when 
they're available.

Now, about drink and other things. Don’t 
forget that at the airport (or other terminal) 
you can buy quite reasonable quantities of 
alcohol and tobacco duty-free to bring with 
you; remember to save #20 or so (or the 
equivalent) for this if you so wishl There will 
be leaflets and notices at the airport telling 
you what the duty-free allowances are.

Finally, a sombre word of warning to those 
of you who may consider bringing more exotic 
substances than alcohol and tobacco into 
Britain:

DON'T!
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The average penalties for being caught 
trying to smuggle drugs internationally tend 
to be much more severe than those for 
possession within the U.K., my legal friends 
tell me; and even the penalties for possessing 
drugs within the U.K. are far stiffer than 
their United States counterparts. We 
couldn't bail you out even if we wanted to, 
but we thought we'd offer a word of warning 
because we want you to spend your Seacon at 
our hotel bars, not behind prison bars. 
British fans tend to be drinkers, if anything; 
we like our poison legal, even if it is a 
little fattening.

Jan Howard Finder writes
I understand that there is some kind of 

worry abou the drinking habits of American 
fen. I can assure you that they drink. 
Howevere, there is a bit more spirits and 
less bheer in the makeup of the drinks. On 
the whole I'd say that American fen do drink 
less, but this will in no way decrease their 
enjoyment of bending an elbow in the bar and 
chatting with fen.

You might suggest to fen to plan to 
spend a couple of weeks overseas AFTER the 
con. In this way they could fly over on Laker, 
which is not all that impossible going EAST in 
mid to late August. However, it is impossible 
for them to get back on Laker before Labor 
Day. I called Laker's office in NYC and was 
told that the jamup at Gatwick disappeared 
a day or so after Labor Day. Hence, if they 
stay over until, say 15th Sept., they could 
utilize Laker both ways. Also, they could, 
in this manner, see the UK or the continent 
in the company of or at least crash at the 
homes of all the new fen whom they will 
surely meet. It beats Hotels.

Do stress that it is high season for 
everyone, not just the fen. Hence everything 
will be crowded with all those crazy tourists, 
everything will be late or delayed and that 
one should do a bit a research on those 
things which they want to see or visit. If 
they take some time before they arrive they 
will enjoy their stay much more.

IF YOU HAVE ANY TRAVEL PROBLEMS OR WANT 
GENERAL INFORMATION ON TOURISM IN GREAT 
BRITAIN, THE BRITISH TOURIST AUTHORITY 
MAY BE ABLE TO HELP YOU. WRITE TO ANY OF THE 
FOLLOWING INTERNATIONAL OFFICES:
UNITED STATES
New York: 680 Fifth Avenue 

New York 
NY 10019

Los Angeles: 612 South Flower Street 
Los Angeles 
CA 90017

Chicago: John Hancock Centre 
Suite 2450 
?75 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago
IL 60611

AUSTRALIA: 1?1 Clarence Street 
Sydney 
NSW 2000

CANADA: 151 Bloor Street W.
Suite 460 
Toronto 
Ontario, M56 1T?

DENMARK: P.O. Box 46
1002 Copenhagen K.

FRANCE: 6 Place Vendome
75001, Paris.

ITALY: Via S. Eufemia 5 
00187 Rome

NORWAY: Post Box 1?8l
Vika
Oslo 1

SWEDEN: Malmfkillnadfg 42
1st Floor
F 1O}42
Stockholm 40.

Charter Flights & Travelling Parties

Fans from the U.S.A, and Canada interested 
in joining Travelling Parties and/or 
Charter Flight Groups are invited to contact 
the following:
Don & Grace Lundry, 18 Karen Drive, Cherry 
Hill, N.J. 08003, U.S.A.

Farewell Travel Service Limited, Groups 
Department, 77 Front Street East, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada M5E 1C1.

Both Don & Grace Lundry and Farewell Travel 
Service Limited have Charter Groups/ 
Travelling Parties in an advanced state of 
organization and will supply details on 
request.

Fans from France and the Benelux Countries 
are invited to contact French agent Eric 
Batard, BP No. 661, 37006 Tours Cedex, France, 
who, together with Georges Pierru is 
interested in organizing group travel from 
France.
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WHY DENVER IN’81
PROMISES TO BE
THE BEST WORLDCON EVER

OUR CITY — Denver is centrally located, 1,000 miles closer to tans in the East, Midwest, 
Britain and Europe than any other bidding city. The downtown area is compact and clean, 
with wide streets and a bustling energy. Within a five to ten minute walk from our hotel one 
can view the State Capitol building, the spacious Civic Center, the Denver Mint, the new 
Denver Art Museum, the Colorado State Museum, the Judicial Heritage Center — to name 
just a few of the attractions. The Mile High City snuggles close to the Front Range of the 
magnificent Rocky Mountains; the foothills are less than 30 minutes' driving time from down
town. Mountain bus tours are available.

OUR FACILITIES — The downtown Denver Hilton occupies the area between the cen
tral business district and the State Capitol buildings, and is bordered on one side by a park; 
it's about as ideally situated as one can imagine. The hotel is a 20-minute trip by shuttle bus 
or limousine from Stapleton International Airport and only a mile away from the Trailways/ 
Greyhound bus depot. The Hilton has a total of 850 guest rooms, and the four overflow hotels 
within a two-block radius bring the total to over 2,400. The Hilton's 45,000 square feet of 
function rooms, including the 17,000 square-foot Grand Ballroom, can be supplemented by the 
5,000-seat outdoor Greek Theatre in Civic Center Park across the street, and the 1,500-seat 
Centre Theatre next door. The hotel is within easy walking distance of literally scores of eating 
places, in all price ranges, including five restaurants in the hotel itself and a giant McDonald's 
next door.

OUR COMMITTEE — An experienced committee is essential to hosting a successful 
Woldcon. By 1981, various individuals of our 20-member committee will have been involved in 
12 successful MileHiCons and at least two Penulticons in this city alone, as well as having 
either sponsored or assisted with such other cons as the small but very fannish KarvalKon, 
YuccaCon and FortCon in Fort Collins, AmberCon in Witchia, Kan ... In addition, many of us 
will have put in volunteer work on Iguanacon, Seacon and Noreascon.

Don C. Thompson, Chairman—Don is 
Chairman of Penulticon I, II, and the Denven- 
tion II bidding committee. He has been 
involved in every MileHiCon since its incep
tion in 1968. He is editor of Dasfax and Don-O- 
Saur and has frequently been nominated for 
a Hugo as Best Fan Writer.
Suzanne Carnival, Vice-chairman and 
Hotel Liason—I'm the housewife in this 
committee. I'm also on the board of directors 
for two corporations, and have success
fully co- ordinated three conventions. I have 
also been hotel liason for Penulticon II 
and one MileHiCon.
Chuck Hillestad, Legal Counsel—Partner 
in a 24 attorney lawfirm, President of the 
Rocky Mountain Sierra Club, trustee of His
toric Denver, owner of twenty 3-piece suits 
and general stuffed shirt.
Peter Alterman, Editor of D envisions/Thin 
Air Wonder Stories—Educational editor of 
Cthulu Calls. President of Rocky Mountain 
S.F.RA during 1975-1977. Co-chairman of 
1975 S.F.RA Regional Conference in 
Denver, and conference coordinator for the 

US Office of Education, Denver Region, 1976- 
1977. Co- director of programming for 
Penulticon I.
Bob Alvis, Treasurer—Bob is budget officer 
for a major federal agency with a budget of 
$ 100 million a year. He attended his first 
convention in 1951 (Westercon). More 
recently he has been treasurer for 2 
MileHiCons and 2 Penulticons. He owns 
books Forey doesn't.
David Anderson, Membership/Registra
tion—As he said in Denvisions (plug), he has 
registration at 5 MileHiCons, 2 Penulticons, 
and one Worldcon. Was vice-chairman of 
MileHiCon 9, co-chaired MileHiCon 10. 
Currently keeping the computer list of 
Denver in '81 pre-supporters up-to-date, and 
planning the registration scheme for the 
Worldcon.
Ed Bryant, Pro Liason—There aren't many 
science fiction writers who grew up as 
cowboys, but Ed is one. Reared in Wyoming 
(close to Virginian country), he started 
reading SF as an escape. From there he es
calated to writing his own, turning out such



books as Cinnabar, Phoenix Without Ashes, 
and Among the Dead. If the present boom in 
SF busts, he may go back to roping cattle.
Charlotte Donsky, Programming—A 
Frenchy in charge of programs? I've done it 
before with Peter (Penulticon I) and alone 
(Penulticon II). By day, I teach French and 
SF, by night, I become the “were-devotee" 
of Denvention II.
Fred Goldstein, Sales Room—Fred has dedi
cated his entire life to doing whatever he 
must to bring a Worldcon to Denver. As a 
child, his 5 mile walk through rain, hail, sleet, 
and snow did not bother him because his 
every waking thought was devoted to 
Denvention II planning. And now he smells 
success, and with your help, success will be 
his! (He also has run programming for 
several MileHiCons, and the Sales Room at 
Penulticons I & II.)
Leanne Christine Harper, Pro Liason— 
Architecture student. MileHiCon 10 publicity. 
Penulticon II assistant pro liason. \
Stephen Larue, Publicity and Hotel Lia
son—I'm the first bom child, tall and thin, 
with glasses and a passion for hoarding. 
On the other hand. I'm a business graduate 
of the University of Colorado — and you 
know what those types are like! Been a 
member of every Worldcon since St. Louis- 
con in 1969.

Dale McBeath, Films—Dale is the service 
manager/technician for a Denver area 
chain of computer stores. In his spare time, 
he builds synthesizers and robots and hikes 
in the mountains, as well as being in charge 
of films for MileHiCon 10 and Penulticon II.
Bruce M. Miller, Publicity—Former peren
nial vice-director of the Denver Area SF 
Association, now treasurer of same (people 
will let you direct their money, but not their 
vices). In charge of Penulticon II publicity. 
Variety of positions in MileHiCon, currently 
chairman. Personally have sold over 200 pre
supporting memberships for Denver in '81. 
I use sentence fragments a lot.
Phil Normand, Art Show—Up and coming 
SF/Fantasy illustrator and cartoonist, has 
been a freelance commercial artist for 4 
years. Before that he persisted in being a 
puppeteer and actor for 8 years. Now he has 
his own business — Ad-Venture Graphics. 
He directs the Penulticon art shows, and 
is known mainly for his mustache.
Olon Wiggins: Chairman of Denvention I 
Daniel A. Darlington: Operations 
Carolyn Thompson: Registration 
Gordon Garb: Publicity
Liady Mitchell: Registration
Lise Nelson: Art Show
Sharon Jackson: Operations

A SPECIAL BONUS—Denvisions/Thin Air Wonder Stories is our very own publication 
— a 40-page zine with two halves and two covers, done up in the old Ace Doubles style. One 
half is full of serious stuff — our Worldcon philosophy, our committee insights and other facts 
and figures worth knowing. The other half is a showcase, edited by Denver authors Edward 
Bryant and Peter Alterman, crammed full of the oddball humor and the literary talents of 
DENVENTION II backers. Getting a copy is easy — All pre-supporting members of the 
Denver '81 bid receive one.

To become a pre-supporting member, send $ 1.00 (American) or 50 pence (British) to 
one of the addresses below. You'll be joining the more than 600 others (from 42 states and 5 
continents!) who have already invested in what promises to be the greatest worldcon ever — 
DENVER IN 1981.

Permanent Address: 
Denver in 1981 
P.O. Box 11545
Denver, CO 80211 
UNITED STATES

Graham England 
1, Fleetway 
Didcot
Oxon., 
0X11 8BZ 
ENGLAND

We have been certified by the Internal Revenue Service as a non-profit organization. 
All contributions are tax deductable.



NEW MEMBERSHIPS
* 1922 Justin Ackroyd (AUS)
* 19*19 Terry Adams (USA)
• 2563 Richard Allard (SWE)
* 2287 Hans Joachim Alpers (GER)
2629 P M Altenburg (USA)
2484 Darrell Ambro (USA)
* 2578 Ann Anderson (GB)
* 1181 David 0 Anderson (USA)
* 2603 I Anderson (GB)
* 2453 Paul Anderson (AUS)
* 1867 S Andre,ws, (GB)
• 2690 Mark Aronson (USA) •
* 2691 Lynne Aropsori.(USA)
* 2250 Michael Ashley (GB) e
1964 Chattanooga SF Assoc (USA)’
* 2340 Blaine S Atkins (USA)
• 2565 Daniel Atterbom (SWE)
* 2080 Alicia Austin (USA)
2415 Darla Baack (USA) ’
* 2168 Jean-Paul Bachellier (FR)
■*1814 Pam Baddely (GB)
2511 Lawrence W Bain Jr (USA)
* 2658 Charles L Baker (USA)
* 2681 Katia Balducci (I)
* 2070 Graham Kimbrough Ball(USA)
* 2499 Betty Ballantine (USA)
* 2498 Ian Ballantine (USA)
2170 Gerri Balter (USA)
* 2397 Mari Bangs (USA)
* 2203 M Banks (GB)
2111 Jill Banning (USA)
* 1948 David Bara (USA)
* 1977 Friend of Thomas Barber
* 2359 Ian Barber (GB)
* 1976 Thomas Barber (USA)
* 2228 Sophie Barets (FRA)
* 1979 Stan Barets (FRA)
* 1906 Lynn Barker (USA)
* 2627 Jane Barnes (USA)
* 2472 Nancy Barnes (USA)
• 2056 John E Bartelt (USA)
2740 Marie L Bartlett (USA)

• 2329 Linda Bartsch (USA)
2015 Scott R Bauer (USA)
* 1912 Virginia Bauer (USA)
* 2O6O Mary Ann Beam (USA)
* 2059 Ray E Beam (USA)
* 2052 Greg Bear (USA)
* 2053 Tina Bear (USA)
* 2253 Edgar Belka (GB)
* 2282 Dave Bell (GB)
* 1847 Gregory Benford (USA)
* 2182 Hilary Benford (USA)
* 2181 Jim Benford (USA)
* 2547 Ulf Bennetter (SWE)
* 2424 Michael J Bernardi (GB)
* 1962 Kathleen B Berry (USA)
2048 Leroy F Berven (USA)
* 2598 Stephanie Bielawski'(USA)
1887 Tina Black (USA)

* 2533 Paul Blackwell (GB)
• 2667 E Michael Blake (USA)
* 2478 Tony J Blankinship (USA)
* 2510 Elaine Bloom (USA)

2316 Christine Boal (GB)
2318 David Boal (GB)
'2314 Derek Boal (GB)
‘2313 Pamela Boal (GB)
'2317 Steven Boal (GB)
2607 Katherine Bonham (CAN)
'2458 Berthold Van Den Boogaard 

(CAN)
'2217 Warren Book (CAN)
'2617 Susan Booth (GB)
'1975 Douglas Booze (USA)
‘2537 Kjell Borgstrom (SWE)
'2722 Barbara, Bova (USA)
■2723 Ben Bova(USA)
2506 Deb Bowland (USA)
'2685 Jerel M Boyajian J(USA)
’2014 Cecilia R Brammer (USA)
'2013 Eric M Brammer (USA)
’2012 Fred D Brammer (USA)
’2413 Beverly L Brandt (USA)
’2457 Phil Branigan (CAN)
'2683 David C Bray (USA)
■2192 D F Breen (GB)
”1853 Samantha Broadribb (GB)
‘1854 Tim Broadribb (GB)
'2058 Sarah R Bronsten (USA)
'2587 John Brosnan (GB)
“2022 David Brough (CAN)
2034 Barbara Broughton (USA)
'2851 Dave Brown (GB)
'2144 Eric Brown (USA)
'2850 Mary Brown (GB)
'2242 Robert L Brown (USA)
'2350 Sharon Brown (GB)
'2243 Sharon Brown (USA)
'2185 Steve Brown (USA)
1914 Mildred Downey Broxon (USA)
2714 Jan Buckwaiter (USA)
'2434 Martin A Bullen (GB)
'2435 Robin Bullen (GB)
'1909 Charlotte Bulmer (GB)
'1910 Debbie Bulmer (GB)
'1907 Ken Bulmer (GB)
■1908 Larry Bulmer (GB)
‘1911 Pam Bulmer (GB)
2623 Crispin Burnham (USA)
'2513 Elinor Busby (USA)
2469 Kevin Busby (GB)
'2310 John Bush (GB)
■2311 Sheila Bush (GB)
‘2358 Ethel Thrift Buzzard (GB)
‘2214 Steve Byfield (GB)
1841 Brent Byrd (USA)
'2640 Chuck Cady (USA)
'2641 Tasha Cady (USA)
‘2213 Adam Campbell-Gray (GB)
'2655 Catherine Crook De Camp
'2656 L Sprague De Camp (USA)
2076 Richard E Camp (USA)
• 2104 Michael Canfield (USA)
• 195'1 Lori Chapek Carleton (USA)
• 1950 Gordon Carleton (USA)
• 2411 Suzanne M Carnival (USA)
• 2419 Steve Carper (USA)

•1990 Duncan Carr (GB)
2713 John L Carr (USA)
2055 Diana L Cartwright (USA)
2135 Coreen Casey (USA)
•1835 Yvon Cayrel (FRA)
•2473 E A Chambers (GB)
*2711 Eva Chalker-Whitley(USA)
•2262 Roseanne Charest (CAN)
2582 Jeannette Chau (CAN)
*1894 C J Cherryh (USA)
•1965 Alina Chu (USA)
•1930 Pat Ciuffreda (USA)
•2191 Jeffrey L Clark (USA)
•2698 John R Claxton (GB)
• •2143 Jo Clayton (USA)
• 2312 Aline CJayton-Carroll(GB)
• 2729 Sean Cleary (USA)
• 2065 Barbara Clifford (USA)
• 2236 P J Clifton (USA)
• 2414 Evalyn Clough (USA)
2360 David Coffey (GB)
2405 Jud Cole (USA)
* 2694 Fred H Coleman (USA)
* 2695 Friend of Fred Coleman
2406 Nancy Cole (USA)
* 2290 Deborah R Colombo (GB)
* 2309 A M Cook (GB)
• 1900 Norman L Cook (USA)
* 1937 Mike Cooper (USA)
1886 Bdbby Cornelius (USA)
2189 Matt Costello (USA)

* 2731 Juanita Coulson (USA)
* 2732 Robert Coulson (USA)
• 2067 Fredrik V Coulter (USA)
* 2377 R Coulter (GB)
* 2725 Frances I Councill (USA)
• 2451 Geoff Cox (GB)
* 2652 Dian Crayne (USA)
* 2651 Chuck Crayne
* 2672 Serge Crouquet (BEL)
* 2075 Jim Cummings (USA)
• 2085 Cecilia Czsentini (USA)
• 2583 Mandy Dakin (GB)
• 2611 Niels Dalgaard (DEN)
2575 Bjarne Dalgren (SWE)
* 2283 Alexandra Daly (GB) 
2244 John Damassa (USA)

* 2062 James S Daniel (USA)
2585 S B Daniels (GB)

* 2003 Daniel A Darlington(USA)
* 2004 Laurel A Darlington(USA)
* 2289 A S Davidson (GB)
* 2613 J H Davies (GB)
* 2612 Stuart Davies (GB)
* 2332 Robert Day (GB
2648 Judy-Lynn Del-Rey (USA)
2649 Lester Del-Rey (USA)

• 2254 Richard Delap (USA)
* 2255 Barbara L Delhotal (USA)
2248 Bill Denholm (USA)
* 2688 Melanie Desmond (USA)
* 2741 Gordon R Dickson (USA)
* 2020 River Doljan (USA)
2031 Kathryn R Dopp (USA)
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2-4 Nov1979-The Turf Inn,Albany, NY
( GoH: Bob Shaur* Fan GoH: Jack Cohen 'X

Toastmaster: Wilson ‘Bob’ lUcker
Special Guests: Marion Zimmer Bradley, Jacqueline Lichtenberg, Jim Barker. . .

The first British SF Convention this 
side of the A tian tic since prior to 
1776!!!

Hucksters Room, Fancy Dress Parade, 
Room Parties, Banquet, Art Show, 
Films, Blood Drive and lots more!!!

REGISTRATION*
35.00 through 5th Nov. 78
$7.50 through 16th April 79
$10.00 through 15th Oct. 79
$15.00 thereafter and at the door

Banquet - $7.00; $10.50 after 15th Oct. 79

Rooms : 1 Person - $28; 2 - $32; 3 - $36; 4 - $40 
Hucksters Tables: 1 - $10; 2 - $30; 3 - $60; 4 - $100

Registration is FREE for holders of UK or EIRE passports, 
SFWA members and other recognised professionals 
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26?8 Scott Douglas (USA) 
2746 Ellen Draper (USA) 
22J2 Mary C Draper (USA) 
1935 Frederick Draper (USA) 
22J1 Robert Drayer (USA) 
2041 Barbara Dryer (CAN) 
2462 David K Drysdale (GB) 
2710 Helen Dubin (USA)
2045 Shaun Dubrick (CAN) 
2042 Tom Duff (USA)
2001 Glenna Dunning (USA) 
2385 Mrs Fiona Durie (GB) 
'2386 Marcus Durie (GB) 
2245 David Dvorkin (USA) 
'2669 Jennifer J Dye (USA) 
'2622 Robert M Eber (USA) 
■2195 Inger Edelfeldt (SWE) 
■1994 P S Edge (GB) 
■2596 Peter Edick (USA) 
‘2291 Carola Edmond (GB) 
'2093 George Alex Effinger(USA) 
►2365 Ulrich Elkmann (GER) 
•1881 Juliet Ellery (USA) 
‘2327 Marie Ellington (USA) 
'2326 Pat Ellington (USA) 
•1953 Richard Embs (USA) 
*2560 Arvid Engholm (SWE) 
•2546 Bo K Eriksson (SWE) 
•2576 Leif Euren (SWE)
2142 Jean T Evans (USA) 
2341 Paul I Evans (USA) 
•2273 Ms Marion Ewen (GB)
2336 Peter Faherty (GB) 
2618 M J Farmer (GB) 
2483 Amy Fass (USA)
•1914 Keith Fenske (CAN)
•1925 Vaunda K Ferguson (USA) 
•1924 Eric Ferguson III (USA) 
*2455 Adrian Fischer (CAN)
2074 Joe Fishbein (USA) 
*2132 Charles H Fisher (USA) 
•2436 John Fleming (GB)
2733 Kenneth Fletcher (USA) 
*2040 John A Flory (USA)
2475 Terry L Floyd (USA) 
♦2061 Linda A Flude (USA) 
*1842 Dorothy C Fontana (USA) 
*1908 Patricia A Forbush (USA) 
•2562 Jorgen Forsberg (SWE) 
•2555 Annie Forsberg (SWE) 
‘2373 Charlotte Franke (GER) 
‘189O Wally France (USA) 
*2356 Elisabetta Franza (I) 
*2610 Mrs S Fraser (GB) 
*2609 Brian M Fraser (CAN) 
•1947 Doug Fratz (USA) 
•2046 Kelly Freas (USA) 
•2047 Polly Freas (USA) 
•1984 Janet Freer (GB) 
•1931 Furda K French (USA)
1987 Roger Freston (GB) 
*2114 Douglas Friauf (USA)
1883 Beverly Friend (USA) 
*2626 Kathy Fulton (USA)
2599 Malcolm Furnass (GB) 
•2198 P Fuzzey (GB) 
♦2176 Galileo Galilei (USA) 
•2177 Galileo Galilei (USA) 
♦2202 Dave Gallon (GB) 
•1913 Mike Galloway (USA) 
•1855 Karen Gamble (GB) 
•2743 Capt R D Ganstine (USA)

•2744 Peggy Ganstint (USA)
•2728 Craig Gardner (USA)
•1884 Glenn Garrett (USA)
•1973 Beth Garrett (USA)
1899 Judith Ann Gaskins (USA)
*2010 Donna Gause (USA)
2029 Melva Gaylund (USA)
•2128 Janice Gelb (USA)
•2407 'Judy Gerjuoy (USA)
•2487 Lorraine A Gibson (USA)
•2261 Georges Giguere (CAN)
•2680 Ronald Gillies (CAN)
•2739 Paulie Gilmore (USA)
•2468 Adrian Glenister (GB)
• 1891 Anne Golar (USA)
• 1889 Paula Gold (USA)
2700 Mark Goldenberg (USA)
• 2149 Jon' (Blabkhawk) Golding 

(USA)
• 2518 Deborah Goldstein (USA)
• 2712 Kathy Good (USA) ’
• 1838 Bernard Goorden (BEL)
• 2716 Ivan Gottlieb (USA)
•2717 Laurie Gottlieb (USA)
• 2037 Sherry Gottlieb (USA)
• 1868 Michael R Gould (GB)
• 1856 Mike Grace (GB)
* 2233 Thomas A Grant (USA)
• 2073 Nick A Grassel (USA)
2141 Elyse M Grasso (USA)
• 1912 Frances A Grau (USA)
2325 Daniel Gray (USA)

• 2292 Robert Gray (GB)
• 1921 Ashley D Grayson (USA)
• 2381 John H Greaves (GB-)
* 26l4 Steven J Green (GB)
• 2106 Roger Gregory (USA)
* 1975 David Gress-Wright (GB)
• 1876 P Griffiths (GB)
• 1836 Monique Grollemund (FRA) 
2550 Benita Grunseth (USA)
• 253^ Urban Gunnarson (SWE) 
2507 David Gustafson (USA)
• 2158 Ann L Hackman (USA)
2715 Cindy Haight (USA)

* 2687 Kristina A Hall (USA)
• 1880 William W Hall (USA)
2335 Ian Hamilton (GB)
♦ 1896 Mark E Hamilton (USA)
* 2393 Sandra Hamm (USA)
• 2430 S Dale Hammell (CAN)
2628 Elaine Hampton (USA)
• 1864 D J Hand (GB)
• 2252 Carey Handfield (AUS) 
1882 J Owen Hanner (USA)

• 1928 Nils Hardin (USA)
2662 J Barry Harrelson (USA)
* 2215 Alun Harries (GB) 
2017 John A Harris (USA)
* 2577 Harry Harrison (EIRE) 
2337 Anthony Harrold (GB)
* 2491 Martha Harville (USA)
• 2621 Susan Haseltine (USA)
• 1857 Mark Haslett (GB)
• 2352 Pamela Heath (GB)
• 2559 Anders Hedenlund (SWE) 
1957 Dennis G Heine (USA)

• 2693 Virginia Heinlein (USA)
• 2692 Robert A Heinlein (USA)
• 1963 Martin Helgesen (USA)
• 2556 Ulf Hellsing (SWE)
• 2438 Patti Helmer (CAN)

• 2208 John A Hennessy (USA)
* 2209 Julia M Hennessy (USA)
* 2601 I W Hepple (GB)
• 2422 Alison Hepworth (GB)
• 2421 Robert Hepworth (GB)
* 2165 Randy Herkelrath (USA)
* 1991 F J Hernander-Lapuerta (SA) 
1969 Matthew J Herrington (USA)

* 2644 John Hertz (USA)
* 2645 Mary Jane Hertz (USA)
* 2179 Dorothy J Heydt (USA)
• 217.8 Wilson H Heydt (USA)
• 2266 Steev Higgins (GB)
• 2223 William T Higgins (CAN)
* 2224 Yvonne Higgins (CAN)
• 1980 J Hill (GB)
• 2108 Lee G Hill (CAN)
• 2745 Dan Hillstrom (USA)
• 1936 Lynne Holdom (USA)
2272 Rob Holdstock (GB)
• 2384 Stephen Holland (GB)
• 2429 Clive Holloway (GB)
* 1934 Norman Hollyn (USA)
• 2530 Sonia J Holman (GB)
* 2039 Priscilla A Hopkins (USA)
• 2196 John-Henri Holmberg (SWE)
• 2450 Meredyth Hossman (USA)
2164 Helen Hough (USA)
2153 Keith Hovda (USA)
• 2594 N Howard (GB)
• 2584 Jane E Howarth (GB)
2726 Jim Huang (USA)
* 1995 Andrew J Hull (GB)
• 2038 Charles R Hulse (USA)
2620 Janet Hunt (GB)
* 2068 Pamela L Hunter (USA)
* 2116 Skia Hurst (USA)
1917 Alan Husby (USA)
2735 Paul Hyman (USA)
• 2344 Tony J Ibbs (GB)
• 1866 Mona Irwin (CAN)
• 1840 Janice Jacobson (USA)
* 2122 Patricia C Jacobson (USA
2155 Gayle Jakubisin (USA)
* 2535 Dolores Jakubowski (GB)
* 2539 Gun Jansson (SWE)
1895 Dennis Jarog (USA)

• 2445 P L Jensen (USA)
* 2371 Rosemarie Jeschke (GER)
* 2372 Wolfgang Jeschke (GER)
* 2306 Mrs S Jessop (GB)
• 2409 Jim Johnson (CAN)
1955 Cal Johnson (USA)
* 1989 Anthony Johnston (GB)
2049 Jeff Johnston (USA)
2249 Dallas Jones (AUS)
2333 Gary Jones (GB)
* 2207 Harry Jones (GB)
• 2526 P N Jones (GB)
2097 Stan Jones (USA)
1865 Tom A Jones (GB)
* 2019 Phillip Jongeneel (USA)
* 2569 Ake Jonsson (SWE)
* 2570 Lasse Junell (SWE)
* 2O16 Dave Kadlecek (USA)
* 2432 Eric Kagan (USA)
• 2431 Janet Kagan (USA)
2077 Roger A Katz (USA)
2129 Melissa M Keck (USA)
* 2486 Joann Keesey (USA)
2134 Mike Kennedy (USA)
2363 Ted Kennedy (CAN)
2364 Peter Kennedy (CAN)



The 38th World Science Fiction Convention...

Noreascon Two
August 29 - September 1, 1980 

Sheraton-Boston Hotel Hynes Civic Auditorium 
Boston, Massachusetts

Guests of Honor

Membership Rates

International
Agents

Advertising 
Deadlines

Voice of the Lobster

Professional: Damon Knight and Kate Wilhelm
Fan: Bruce Pelz

Supporting Membership: $8.00 at all times
Attending Membership: $20.00 until 1 July 1979

$30.00 from 1 July 1979 to 1 July 1980
Conversion: $12.00 until 1 July 1979

$22.00 from 1 July 1979 to 1 July 1980

Canada: John Millard, 18-86 Broadway Avenue, Toronto 
Ontario M4P IT4, Canada

United Kingdom: Andrew Stephenson, 19 Du Pre Walk, 
Wooburn Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 0QJ, 
United Kingdom

Australia: Robin Johnson, G.P.O. Box 4039, Melbourne, 
Victoria 3001, Australia

Payments sent directly to us should be in U.S. currency. 
Payments to agents should be for the equivalent amount 
in the agent’s local currency. All checks may be made 
payable to Noreascon II.

Progress Report 2 8 April 1979
Progress Report 3 22 September 1979
Progress Report 4 8 February 1979
Please write for complete advertising rate information.

A fanzine for those interested in the details of Worldcon 
planning. Subscriptions are 50<f per issue; $2.00 for all 
issues published, with free copies sent to those whose 
letters are printed.

Noreascon II, Box 46, MIT Branch Post Office, Cambridge MA 02139 USA



2551 Bill Kepner (USA) 
2021 Hans Kernast (USA) 
2719 Virginia Kidd (USA) 
2160 James P Killus (USA) 
2188 Tim R King (USA) 
2454 Larry Kirk (CAN) 
2527 Thomas J Klaehn (USA) 
1874 Beverly Klemes (USA) 
2602 Stephen F Knight (GB) 
2162 Dorothy J Kocher (USA) 
2449 Laurie Koester (USA) 
2448 Sandra Koester (USA) 
2447 Ted Koester (USA) 
1993 Christos Kolovaris (CAN) 
2172 Samuel E Konkin III (USA) 
2294 C Kowalczyk (GB)
2230 Irene Krawec (USA)
2078 Arline E Kriftcher (USA) 
2103 Joseph D Krolik (CAN) 
2008 Malcolm J Kudra (USA) 
2330 Annmarie Kuliga (USA) 
2653 Katherine Kurtz (USA) 
1885 Raphael A I^fferty (USA) 
2084 Mike Lalor (USA)
2394 Margaret R Lambert (USA) 
2347 Joan M Langeveld (GB) 
2634 Robert H Laurent (USA) 
2342 Russell Laverick (GB) 
2304 June Laverick (GB) 
2241 Donna L Laviana (USA) 
2057 Ann L Lawrence (USA) 
2212 P M Lawrence (GB) 
2295 Patrick Leahy (GB) 
2117 Katherine Lederer (USA) 
2615 Tanith Lee (GB) 
2636 Ursula K Leguin (USA) 
2124 Linda Leismer (USA) 
2689 Charles R Lewis (USA) 
2540 Torun Lidfeldt (SWE) 
1992 Bob Lidral (USA)
2493 Gregg C Lien (USA)
2516 Michael Lindow (USA)
2542 Per Lindqvist (SWE)
2720 Bill F Lindsay (USA)
2235 Ron Little (USA) 
2383 Mike Llewellyn (GB) 
1846 Tom Locke (USA)
2401 Locus Publications (USA) 
2402 Locus Publications (USA) 
1861 Martin Longley (GB) 
2138 Laurie J Loomis (USA) 
2110 Jean Lorrah (USA) 
2734 Linda Lounsbury (USA) 
2007 Danny Low (USA) 
1982 Alison Lowe (GB) 

‘2524 Alan Luck (USA)
2488 Cara Lundgren (USA)
2490 Carl Lundgren Jr (USA) 
2489 Kitty Lundgren (USA) 
'2420 Sam J Lundwall (SWE) 
’2251 Francis Lustman (FRA) 
'2370 Friedrich Lutz (GER) 
■2086 Michael Luwish (USA) 
2002 Ruth Kwitko Lym (USA) 
1892 Dick & Nicki Lynch (USA) 
'2495 Janet Lynch (USA) 
‘1862 M Lynch (GB)
“2709 Elizabeth A Lynn (USA)
■2519 Carol Lynn (USA)
’2682 Kathleen Madigan (USA) 
‘2497 Patrick L Maguire (USA) 
‘ 2025 R H Mahoney MD (USA) 
■2238 Donald Malcolm (GB)

*2239 Rita Malcolm (GB)
•2503 Carole Mansfield (USA)
*2502 Colin Mansfield (USA)
2156 Mari-Barra Assoc (USA)
•2678 Lauren Marlatt (CAN)
*2677 Lana Marlatt (CAN)
2552 Mark Marley (USA)
2166 Ted Marshall (USA)

* 2464 Hugh P Mascetti (GB)
* 2659 Carol Maschke (USA)
* 2660 Gary Maschke (USA)
• 2515 Ellen Mason (USA)
* 2011 Vera Matich (USA)
* 2357 Elaine Matthews (GB)
* 2009 Jeffrey May (USA)
* 2087 Frederick J Mayer (USA)
* 2738 Helmutt Mayer (USA)
2671 Joseph T Mayor (USA)
* 2376 Krsto Mazuranic (YUGO)
* 2095 Linda McAllister (USA)
♦ 2094 Richard McAllister (USA)
* 2096 Jo-Anne McBride (CAN)
* 2446 Annette McComas (USA)
* 2398 Cheryl McCombs (USA)
* 2229 John Chas McCormack (USA)
* 1949 Martha McCray (USA)
* 2227 Peter McGarvey (CAN)
* 2226 Kay McGarvey (CAN)
* 2268 Miss June McGaw (GB)
* 1923 Charles McGrew (USA)
2334 Robert Mclnnes (GB)
2635 Michael McLaughlin (USA)
2140 Hugh R McLean (USA)
* 1959 Michael McMaster (USA)
* 2205 Mike McNabb (GB)
* 2204 Helen McNabb (GB)
* 2079 Richard C Meece (USA)
* 2470 Christian Meistermann- 

Gueret (FRA)
* 2471 Lyvie Meistermann- 

Gueret (FRA)
* 2528 Lori Meltzer (USA)
2247 Marco Mendez (USA)

* 2868 Eric Mendlow (USA)
1902 Margaret S Middleton (USA)

* 1905 Cheryl Van Middlesworth 
(.USA)

* 1904 Ralph H Van Middlesworth 
(USA)

2388 Norman Milburn (GB)
* 1911 Deanna Sue Miller (USA)
* 2259 Bruce Chubb Miller (USA)
* 2639 Linda Miller (USA)
* 2269 J N Mills (GB)
* 2303 M R Moir (GB)
* 2367 Wolfgang Moldon (GER)
* 2293 Neil Moloney (GB)
2505 Celia Moore (USA)
2504 David Moore (USA)
1940 Jerry S Moore (USA)

* 2408 Kathleen A Moore (USA)
1916 Todd Moore (USA)
2426 Martyn Morgan (GB)
* 2296 David Morris (GB)
* 2064 Skip Morris (USA)
* 1958 Richard Morrissey (USA)
* 2704 Duane Morse (USA)
* 1938 Ellen Mortimer (USA)
• 2343 Judy Mortimore (GB)
2113 Janet S Mowry (USA)
* 2043 Patricia A Munson (USA)
* 2297 Andrew Murdin (GB)

* 2466 Mr J Murnin (GB)
* 2193 Jeff Myers (GB)
* 2036 Roy A Myers (USA)
* 2571 Oivind Myhre (NOR)
* 2572 Torun Myhre (NOR)
* 2279 Harry Nadler (GB)
2240 Ken Nahigian (USA)
• 1968 Mark L Van Name (USA)
* 2730 Rana Van Name (USA)
* 2646 Dave Nee (USA)
• 2090 Jenny C Nelson (USA)
* 2650 I Newman (GB)
2265 Stan Nicholls (GB)
* 2673 Catherine L Nicholson(CAN)
• 2263 Marianne Nielsen (CAN)
• 2697 S Nockles (GB)
• 1877 W Norgan (GB)
2574 Thomas Norgren (SWE)
2102 Julie 0 Normand (USA)
2101 Phil Normand (USA)
2512 Maggie Nowakowska (USA)
2586 Michael O'Donnell (GB)
*2696 Roseann O'Kane (GB)
*2417 Joyce M Odum (USA)
* 2050 Frank C Olbris (USA)
* 2267 P F Olroyd (GB)
* 2167 Patricia C Orendi (CAN)
* 2089 Robert Osband (USA)
* 2564 Lena Osterman (SWE)
* 2536 Jan Osterman (SWE)
* 1913 Per Osterman (SWE)
* 2288 Susan Oudot (GB)
* 2412 Darrell C Overcash (USA)
* 2196 Allan Palmer (GB)
*2256 Pauline Palmer (USA)
2721 Sharon Panzer (USA)
*2201 P Paolini (GB)
*2736 Joanne Papin (USA)
• 1926 D S Parisen (USA)
* 2600 William Park (GB)
* 2485 Tony E Parker (USA)
*2280 Charles Partington (GB)
*2492 Sunn Patterson (USA)
2131 Wendy Lee Patterson (USA)
2130 William Patterson (USA)
•1907 Joan D Pearce (USA)
*1906 Gerald Pearce (USA)
*2679 Elizabeth Pearse (CAN)
2425 Christine Pearson (GB)
2136 Nancy Peay (USA)
2482 Mrs Ellen Pena (USA)
*2345 A B Perkins (GB)
* 1970 Dennis W Pernaa (USA)
* 2440 C G Perrott (GB)
* 2441 K Perrott (GB)
2332 Martin Perry (GB)
2724 Joyce C Peterson (USA)
*2553 Mikael Peterson (SWE)
2548 Chris Pettus (USA)
*2428 Carrie Peyton (USA)
* 1858 Georges Pierru (FRA)
* 2146 Maggie Pierce (USA)
• 2387 Alex S Pillai (GB)
2517 James Pilvinis (USA)
• 2703 Cheryl Pinckard (USA)
* 2702 G Thomas Pinckard (USA)
* 2701 Terri E Pinckard (USA)
* 2099 Spencer E Pinney (USA)
2159 W McKeel Pitchford II(USA)
2119 Stan Pittman (USA)
* 2439 PFC Ryan G Plut (USA)
2032 Stephen D Poe (USA)
2271 Patrick Place (GB)



Have we planned some great moments 
for you in 1981?

YES! (MAKE US PROVE IT!)
POST OFFICE BOX 24207 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, U.S.A. 98124
PRE-SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIPS: $US 1.00



*2522 Priscilla Pollner (USA)
’2260 A R Poock (GB)
2083 Elizabeth Pope (USA)
•1839 Alex Pournelle (USA)
*2187 Janet Prato (USA)
*2346 Peter E Presford (GB)
* 1961 Audrey Price (USA)
• 2219 Mary Price (USA)
* 2218 Richard Price (USA)
* 2194 Phillip Probat (GB)
* 2718 Liz Procter (USA)
2657 Gary I) Propstein (USA)
2521 Andy Purcell (USA)
‘1870 Liliana Quaratesi (I)
* 2299 Mr N J Quinn (GB)
* 2339 Alan Quirt (CAN)
* 2338 Sandra Quirt (CAN)
* 2456 Boyd Raeburn (CAN)
2496 Lavona S Rann (USA)
2699 Andrew M Rawling (GB)
* 2147 Jane C Raymer(USA)
* 2663 W Irene Reddick (USA)
* 2024 Larry L Reid (CAN)
* 2023 Mary-Karen Reid (CAN)
* 2654 J Edmund Rush "Penfield" 

(USA)
1974 Neil H Renton Jr (USA)

♦ 2561 Helena Reutersward (SWE)
’1834 Jean Reval (FRA)
* 2595 Ronald W Revere (USA)
2125 George E Reynolds (USA)
2148 Mark Reynolds (USA)
1888 Mark D Rhodes (USA)
* 1967 Robert J Rhodes (USA)
* 2313 Stephen Rice (EIRE)
* 2210 Colin Richards (GB)
* 2216 Stuart Riddle (GB)
2520 R Bruce Robbins (CAN)
2666 Gary R Robe (USA)
* 2173 Beth Van Over Roberts(USA)
* 2174 John Maddox Roberts (USA)
* 2175 Kenneth Mygatt Roberts(USA)
2331 Peggy Roberts (USA)
* 2354 Mr B Robinson (GB)
2276 Ian Robinson (GB)
* 2152 Jeanne Roninson (CAN)
* 2151 Spider Robinson (CAN)
* 1871 N G Robson (GB)
• 2705 Debi Rodder (USA)
1932 Mike Rogers (USA)

♦ 2380 Derek J Rolls (GB)
2066 Noel Rosales (USA)
* 2366 Roland Rosenbauer (GER)
2501 Susan Rothman (USA)
* 2190 Rita R Rousseau (USA)
2624 Glen Rowsam (USA)
* 2674 Joyce Rubin (CAN)
* 2270 Florence Russell (GB)
* 2418 Linda Saalman (USA)
* 2348 W J Saddler (USA)
* 2403 Jacques Sadoul (FRA)
* 2404 Josette Sadoul (FRA)
* 2246 Debra F Sanders (USA)
* 2285 Robert L Sanders (GB)
* 2186 Janet Sanford (USA)
* 2543 Howard Sayles (GB)
2443 Joe Scanlan (USA)
* 2566 Bertil A G Schalen (SWE)
* 2375 Karl-Heinz Schmitz (GER)
* 2541 Sverre Schriwer (SWE)
2362 Mauricio-Jose Schwarz(MEX)
* 2479 Ruby R Scott (USA)

2480 Sarah F Scott (USA)
*2000 Kathy Sedwick (USA)
* 1978 Charles Seelig (USA)
* 2544 Eugene Semitjov (SWE)
2361 Judi Sephton (USA)
* 2115 Joseph P Shaine (USA)
* 2378 Jessica Shapiro (GB)
• 1863 Harva L Sheeler (USA)
* 2324 Charles Sheffield (USA)
2665 Rickey S Sheppard (USA)
* 2005 Ellen Shipley (USA)
* 2006 William Shipley (USA)
* 2150 Rick L Shupe (USA)
* 2625 Stan Sieler (USA)
* 2737 Sandy Sietman (USA)
* 2300 Saverio Silingardi (I)
* 1972 Dona Simmons (USA)
* 1971 William Simmons (USA)
* 1939 Stanley Simon (USA)
* 1986 L E Simons (GB)
* 2708 Don Simpson (USA)
* 2525 David Singer (USA)
* 2161 Raymond P Singer (USA)
* 2298 Theo Skeat (GP)
* 2206 Fran Skene (CAN)
* 2225 Stanley Skirvin(USA)
* 2220 Joan Skirvin (USA)
* 2543 Henry Skoglund (SWE)
* 2197 0 Slous (GB)
* 2278 Brian Smith (GB)
* 2423 D H Smith (GB)
* 2467 L Brent Smith (GB)
* 2211 Philip J Smith (GB)
2154 John Scott Smyth (USA)
* 2545 Gunnar Spade (SWE)
2427 Mike Speegle (USA)

* 2706 Craig Spencer (USA)
* 2284 C J Spicer (GB)
2180 Robert W Springer (USA)

* 2374 Bernd Von Sprockhoff (GER)
* 1983 M B Squires (GB)
* 2668 Thalia St Lewis (USA)
2633 Mark Stanberry (USA)

* 2675 David Starr (CAN)
* 2676 Valerie Starr (CAN)
* 2459 Hilarie Staton (USA)
* 2460 Joe Staton (USA)
2305 Ian J Stearn (GB)

* 2105 Judi Steck (USA)
* 2538 Gabriel Stein (SWE)
2481 Charlene Steketee (USA)
* 1837 Thierry Stekke (BEL)
* 2139 Karen Stephen (USA)
* 2100 Steve Stephens (USA)
2112 Mark Stevens (USA)
* 1879 W D Stevens (USA)
* 1954 Elizabeth N Stinson (USA)
1915 Rick Stolba (USA)* 2463 June Strader (USA)

* 2199 Mike Strain (GB)
* 2200 Cynthia Strain (GB)
* 2277 Andy Strangeways (GB)
* 2358 Leslie Strang (USA)
* 2369 Hubert Strassl (GER)
,*2368 Lore Strassl (GER)
2399 Kemp Strickler (USA)
2400 Bob Strickler (USA)
* 1872 W Stuart-Palmer (GB)
* 2222 David Stuart (CAN)
* 1873 P Stuart-Palmer (GB)
1875 Robert Stubbs (GB)

* 1903 Martin Stugart (SWE)
* 2145 E G Sunden II (USA)
* 1833 Alain Surget (FRA)
* 1952 Valerie Sussman (USA)
* 2281 Geoffrey Suter (GB)
* 2433 Lisanne Sutherland (GB)
2072 Alan Swain (USA)
2123 Rosemary L Swift (USA)
* 2557 Lars Sydolf (SWE)
2390 David A Symes (GB)
2389 Fay Symes (GB)
2163 Rina Szwarc (USA)
2169 Sami Tabikh (USA)
2630 Vanessa Tait (USA)
* 2568 Anders Tapper (SWE)
* 2567 Siv Tapper (SWE)
* 2379 Mr Graham Tapp (GB)
*2465 Martin P Tee (GB)
2258 Marc A Tessier (USA)
2664 John P Testa Jr (USA)
*2082 Karel Thole (USA)
*2392 Lois M Thomas (USA)
*2391 William M Thomas (USA)
*2028 Caryl Thompson (USA)
* 1920 Molly A Thompson (USA)
* 1905 James E Thompson (USA)* 2410 Marjorie Thompson (USA)
*1860 Margaret Thorpe (GB)
*1859 Malcolm Thorpe (GB)
*2107 John Thorsen (USA)
*2044 Stephen Tihor (USA)
2051 Harold Tisdale (USA)
2237 Judy Tockman (USA)
* 2461 Ferdinando Toffoletto (I)
* 2264 Lorna Toolis (CAN)
* 2355 Laura Torriani (I)
2416 Matthew J Traub (USA)
2171 James Treadwell (USA)
* 2529 Paul J Tremblay (USA)
* 2670 Wilson Tucker (USA)
* 2035 Evelyn Turner (USA)
* 2301 Nicholas Turner (GB)
• 2508 John W Turner (USA)
* 1901 Patricia Turner (USA)
* 2133 Trubie L Turner II (USA)
* 2742 Lisa Tuttle (USA)
* 2442 Darthe Twomey (USA)
* 2591 Peter Tyers (GB)
* 1985 Diana Tyler (GB)
* 2531 Kevin Tyler (GB)
2120 Gerard R Tyra (USA)
2121 Sandra S Tyra (USA)
2549 Allen Varney (USA)
2234 Jo Ann Vegors (USA)
* 2573 Biorn Vermo (NOR)
* 2308 P J Vickers (GB)
2444 Dennis Virzi (USA)
* 1869 Gianfranco Viviani (I)
* 2275 Marion Van Der Voort (GB)
* 2274 Richard Van Der Voort(GB)
* 2323 Barbara Wagner (USA)
* 2322 Karl Edward Wagner (USA)
* 2183 William C Wagner (USA)
* 2098 Barry Walden (USA)
2642 George Waldman (USA)
* 2647 Keith Walker (GB)
2632 Mitchell A Walker (USA)
* 1999 M H Walker (GB)
♦ 2558 Olle Wallen (SWE)
* 2118 Linda Wallers (USA)
2127 S G Walters (USA)



at the Regent's Pavillion during Seacon. 
Space will be limited to 100 Ladies and 
Gentlemen. If you are planning to come, 
and most especially, if you are planning 
to come in costume, please write to be 
entered in the Subscription List. (The 
subscription will he a Guinea at the 
door.) If you think you may not be 
known to the Patronesses, mention past 
Reger Teas or Friends of trie English 
Regency afiairs you nave attended or 
express why you would like to attend 
such a function. The whim of the Ladies 
Patronesses is final.

To be entered in the Subscription List 
write to: Lady Maria Sefton c/o L**"6

'Pussywillows' 
off Wheeler Lane 
Natick, MA 01760 

USA

Proper dress and seemly deportment is 
required: long dresses for ladies and 
jackets for gentlemen.
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19^5 Barbara Wenk'(USA)
1944 Eva West (USA)
1942 H Perri Corriok West(USA)
194? Michael M West (USA)
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MEMBERSHIPS

Hello, Pat Charnock speaking. I'd like 
to take this opportunity to say hello to 
everyone. I took over the job of Membership 
secretary from Eve Harvey in November -----
but don't worry, she's passed on all your 
letters. If you have any queries about your 
membership status or if the address label on 
your envelope was wrong, please write' to me, 
Pat Charnock, at 4 Fletcher Road, London 
W4 5AY, U.K. I'll do my best to reply as soon 
as possible, but do give me a couple of weeks 
before you start feeling neglected.

Now to forestall some of your queries: 
children under 10 will be admitted free; 
children aged 10 and over will be charged 
full price. We hope to be able to arrange 
some babysitting facilities, and details 
will be announced later.

Don't forget that when you convert your 
supporting membership to an attending one 
you will have to pay the difference between 
the rate you paid as a supporter and the 
attending membership rate then in force. So 

you can still save by converting before the 
convention. Send your money, made payable 
to Seacon '79, either directly to me or, if 
more convenient, to one of our agents.

When you register at the convention 
you will be asked to produce some form of 
identification, a passport or credit card 
for example. Your membership card alone will 
not be sufficient identification. Please 
remember that your membership package is a 
valuable commodity and it will not be 
released unless identification is proved. 
Those people who are registered as 'friends1 
of registered members, or as group members, 
must identify themselves on our records 
as attending members by 30th June 1979, and 
must prove their identity upon registration 
in the manner shown above.

The list of meriibers published in this 
Progress Report is a list of new members 
received since PR-2, as at 2nd December 
1978. The country listed is that of present 
residence — not nationality.

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
PROGRESS REPORT No. 4 PROGRAMME BOOK

Copy Deadline: 1st May 1979

Format: A5 O'/o" x 8-J") saddle-stitched 
booklet

Rates: Professional

Back Cover £45.00 (275.00)
Inside f/b cover £37.50 (262.50)
Full page £30.00 (250.00)
Half Page £20.00 (230.00)
Quarter Page £12.00 (220.00)

Fan---- —
Back Cover £45.00 (275.00)
Inside f/b cover £32.50 (255.00)
Full page £20.00 (230.00)
Half Page £12.00 (220.00)
Quarter page £8.00 (215-50)

Copy Deadline: 15th June 1979

Format: Finished size A4 (827" 
perfect binding and laminated

Rates: Professional

Full page £70.00 (2140.00)
Half page £45.00 (290.00)
Quarter page £30.00 (#60.00)

Fan

Full page £45.00 (290.00)
Half page £30.00 (260.00)
Quarter page £20.00 (240.00)

Special positions: subject to

x 11-J") with 
colour cover.

negotiation.

RATES FOR BOTH PROGRESS REPORT No. 4 AND 
PROGRAMME BOOK APPLY FOR CAMERA-READY LINE 
ARTWORK ONLY.

Process Work: Add 20% 
required to undertake 
reversing out, bleeds

if our printer is 
stripping, screening, 
or other process work.

Mechanical requirements: Camera-ready 
originals, photoprints or negatives may be 
submitted to the copy sizes shown below. 
Artwork will be reduced by 50% area for 
Progress Report No. 4 and printed same size 
for the Programme Book. Copy for half page 
and quarter page spaces should be supplied 
unmounted where possible.

Copy Sizes:

Full page 7i" x 1O|"
Half page 7i" x 5" or jJ" x IO5"
Quarter page 3'J" x 5" 

These sizes include provision for margins -
copy should fill the sizes given. 

Payment: Full remittance should accompany 
all bookings in advance, cheques made payable 
to SEACON '79 LTD, please. Payment should be 
made in STERLING wherever possible.

Bookings for the Programme Book will be 
accepted on a 'first-come first-served1 basis, 
as space permits, with pre-paid bookings 
receiving preference.

Mailing: Pack copy carefully with cardboard 
protection and mail to: Seacon '79 Ltd., 
14 Henrietta Street, London WC2E 8QJ, U.K.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING (Non-Display) will be 
available in the Programme Book at 5p per 
word (minimum £3.00). Remittance with copy
to address shown above.



Sidgwick & Jackson Ltd.
1 Thvistock Chambers, Bloomsbury Way 
London WC1A 2SG. Telephone: 01-242 6081.

Sidgwick & Jacksonb
SCIENCE FICTION LIST
includes
Clifford D Simak
CATFACE
283 98502 X £4.95 January 1979
John Morressy
FROST WORLD & DREAM FIRE
283 98463 5 £4.95 January 1979
UNDER A CALCULATING STAR
283 984783 £4.50 August 1978
Spider & Jeanne Robinson 
STARDANCE
283 98525 9 £5.95 April 1979
Frederic Turner
DOUBLE SHADOW
283 98524 0 £5.95 April 1979
D.E Jones
XENO
283 98529 1 £4.95 May 1979

THE CINEMA OF SCIENCE FICTION

Foreword bv Harry Harrison who writes Tt has been a
pleasure to read this volume: the tight book published at the tight time.. .John 
Brosnan has w ritten the definitive history of the birth mid growth of sf films’ 
illustrated throughout with ox er 100 photographs
320 pages .£'6.95

available from booksellers or send cheque PO payable to Macdonald & Jane’s for £7.15 
(incl p & p) to 1 he Sales Manager. Macdonald & Jane's. 8 Shepherdess Walk. London X1



THE INTERNATIONAL 
SCIENCE FICTION 
YEARBOOK
Edited by Colin Lester

Conventions, fanzines, publishers, agents, 
authors, artists, exhibitions, magazines, 
comics, societies, organisations, obituaries, 
music, recordings, science, name interests, 
fringe interests, gaming, anthologies, APA's, 
miscellaneous services, awards, radio and 
drama, workshops, TV, movies. Sections 
introduced by Ben Bova, Ramsey Campbell, 
Darko Suvin, Bernard Goorden, Mike Ashley 
and others. Illustrations from the fanzines, 
cartoonists, and artists working in the SF 
amateur and professional field. The ultimate 
book of SF information on the market.

In MECHANISMO the future has come. In 
MECHANISMO intergalatic space travel has 
arrived, biotic robots are a thing of the 
present, space ports to service the stars and 
planets are real, space cities are inhabited, 
fantastic machines, time machines, battle 
robots and massive computers exist here and 
now.

In MECHANISMO you can see a Gaussi 
fighter in full colour and then as an engineer's 
technical drawing with the armaments, drive 
power and all specifications given in complete 
detail. Here you will discover the most startling 
machines illustrated specially for the book: 
troop carriers, personnel craft, giant time 
machines, a computer that would fill an entire 
city and cities built in the image of Man, 
visited by alien races. You will see too the 
technical drawings for an actual planned 
NASA space colony, twenty five miles long 
and two miles in diameter.

In MECHANISMO you become part of the 
future and can live through the illustrations in 
worlds that may one day exist.

192 x 127mm 400pp 300 illustrations
UK retail price £2.95 paperback

260 x 257mm 120pp 60pp lull colour
UK retail price £4.95 paperback
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